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Executive Summary
A Common Travel Area (CTA) between Ireland and the UK has existed for most of the nearcentury since Ireland became independent. These arrangements came into being to lessen
the disruptive impact of partition upon life on the island of Ireland and to maintain labour
flows across the Atlantic Isles. Since the vote in favour of the UK leaving the EU in the June
2016 referendum, political debate about the post-Brexit relationship between the UK and
Ireland has frequently invoked the remedial potential of the CTA.
The Joint Committee of the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern
Ireland Human Rights Commission commissioned this research paper to explore the nature
of the CTA and to examine its legal impact within Ireland and the UK. Our research combined
archival studies into the history of the CTA, legal research into the UK, Irish and EU legislation
and case-law related to the CTA, and interviews and informal discussions with a range of
stakeholders across government, public bodies and civil society in Ireland and the UK.
The Territory covered by the Common Travel Area

The resultant research paper covers both the ‘core’ terms of the CTA and what the December
2017 Joint Report on the UK-EU Withdrawal Negotiations referred to as ‘related’
arrangements.1 The paper frequently invokes this distinction between the ‘core’ of the CTA
and CTA-related arrangements. This is to highlight the important difference between the
more solid and more agreed aspects of the CTA, and those areas which are premised upon
the CTA but which are matters of practice, custom and dialogue rather than specific
agreement.
In its current incarnation, the CTA was created in 1952, on the basis of an informal agreement
between the UK, Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands to maintain common
Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government, Joint Report from the Negotiators of the European Union and the
United Kingdom Government on progress during phase 1 of negotiations under Article 50 TEU on the United Kingdom’s orderly
withdrawal from the EU (2017), para 54.
1
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external immigration rules. This arrangement enables the CTA members to keep checks on
travel between these countries (across the CTA’s internal borders) to a minimum. The CTA
negates the need for visas, passports or entry cards for citizens of the CTA’s members moving
around within the Area (for example, travel by an Irish citizen from Ireland into the UK), and
permits open-ended residence for immigration purposes (for example, someone from the Isle
of Man moving to live in Ireland). Foreign nationals can still be required to obtain separate
visas for each CTA country they enter (although some joint visa schemes exist). The CTA does
not, however, impose international legal obligations on its members. Even these core
elements of the CTA can be restricted; historical examples exist of movement across the CTA’s
internal borders being restricted for security reasons. Chapter 1 details the current extent of
the CTA and Chapter 2 examines how these terms emerged over time.
The Core Common Travel Area and Related Issues

Beyond the CTA’s core terms, a range of measures could be described as ‘CTA-related’,
because they are linked to the freedom of movement and residency that the CTA provides.
The CTA, for example, does not directly cover the movement of capital, the cross-border
provision of services, moving across the internal CTA borders purely for work purposes, or
transporting goods across borders. Nor does the CTA secure access to medical care or
education for citizens of one member of the CTA who has travelled to another on the same
terms as ‘home’ citizens. The CTA imposes no obligation upon members to extend a full range
of civil and political rights to each other’s nationals. The CTA, moreover, does not mandate
any form of police and security cooperation nor does it afford any particular rights in
education and health. If these rights and obligations are extended by one CTA member to the
Executive Summary
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citizens of another on an equivalent basis to their own citizens, this is in almost always a
function of domestic legislation and/or policy or a result of obligations arising under EU law.
We examine these CTA-related arrangements in Chapter 3 (Health), Chapter 4 (Work),
Chapter 5 (Social Security), Chapter 6 (Education) and Chapter 7 (Policing, Justice and
Security).
Some of these ‘CTA-related’ measures are in practice underpinned by EU law. These CTArelated arrangements have always existed at the will of domestic legislatures, but EU law has
both facilitated such cooperation and reciprocity, and in some cases required it. After Brexit,
it is possible that the UK will not have access to the useful facilitating aspects of EU law, nor
might it be bound to continue cooperation with Ireland in these areas. Ireland will have many
fewer EU law duties to UK nationals and could be prevented from using EU data sharing and
regulatory systems to facilitate pan-CTA cooperation with the UK.
There is not a single legal agreement establishing the CTA. The core arrangements for travel
and residence between the CTA’s members can be altered by any one of them without
breaking international law and the rights and obligations which are so often linked to it can
be altered by domestic legislation by any CTA member. One exception is rights covered by the
Good Friday/Belfast Agreement (GFA), which we address throughout the text. In short, the
CTA is written in sand, and its terms are much more limited than is often believed to be the
case.
Therefore, in Chapter 8, we outline possible solutions to the uncertainty which Brexit causes
for people and organisations reliant upon the promises of the CTA. The Gold Option, providing
the most effective way to address these issues in terms of legal certainty would be for a
bilateral agreement between Ireland and the UK2 incorporating the full extent of CTA
arrangements and explaining the relationship between these commitments and the terms of
any UK-EU Withdrawal Agreement. The Silver Option would be to clarify and codify the core
CTA arrangements in a binding bilateral treaty between the UK and Ireland, and to reach
bilateral agreements on as many of the prominent CTA-related issues as possible
(Health/Work/Social Security/Education/Policing, Justice and Security). The Bronze Option
would be to continue to operate the CTA as a non-binding arrangement, but to agree and
publish a memorandum of understanding setting out its terms (and additional ‘related-issues’
memorandums as they can be agreed). If reliance is placed upon such informal arrangements,
rather than obligations under international law, both the UK and Ireland should commit to
wide-ranging public consultations and public information campaigns before unilaterally
altering related domestic law.

This Agreement would also cover the Channel Islands and Isle of Man, if the consent of the Crown dependencies was given
to the UK to include them within the treaty.
2
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The Common Travel Area: Myths, Reality and Basis

UK

Ireland

EU-Level

Claims about
the CTA

Rights for Irish nationals to enter and
remain, work, study and vote, access
to social welfare benefits and health
services.

CTA protected by EU
treaty
and
Draft
Withdrawal
Agreement.

Core CTA
Terms

Right to enter and remain protected
in UK domestic law. (Based on an
informal agreement in 1952 covering
CTA member nations).

Rights for UK nationals to move freely
and reside in either jurisdiction and
enjoy
associated
rights
and
entitlements including access to
employment, healthcare, education,
social security benefits, and the right to
vote in certain elections.
Right to enter and remain protected in
Irish domestic law. (Based on an
informal agreement in 1952 covering
CTA member nations).

Access to NHS for residents (Based Access to public health services for
CTA-Related
Arrangements on different legislation in NI, residents. (Based on Health Act 1970).
Scotland, and England and Wales)

Reciprocal health care arrangements
such as cross-border treatment.
(Based on informal Service Level
Agreements and Memoranda of
Understanding)
Right to work. (Based on exemption
from Immigration restrictions in the
Immigration Act 1971).
Rights in Work. (Based on exemption
from immigration restrictions in the
Immigration Act 1971).
Family and other benefits for legal,
habitual residents in the CTA with
plans in the UK part of future
intentions. (Based on The Social
Security (Persons From Abroad)
Amendment Regulations 2006).
Access to education at primary and
secondary
level.
(Based
on
admissions policies formulated
pursuant to the Education (Northern
Ireland) Order 1997).
Cross-border cooperation in terms
of transfer of suspected criminals is
provided for under the Extradition
Act 2003, which brings the EU’s
European Arrest Warrant into
operation.
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Reciprocal health care arrangements
such as cross-border treatment. (Based
on informal Service Level Agreements
and Memoranda of Understanding).
Right to work. (Based on exemption
from immigration restrictions in Aliens
(Exemption) Order 1999).
Rights in Work (Based on exemption
from immigration restrictions in Aliens
(Exemption) Order 1999 and on EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights).
Family Benefits for legal, habitual
residents in the CTA with Ireland as the
main centre of interest. (Based on the
Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005).
Access to education at primary and
secondary level. (Based on admissions
policies formulated pursuant to the
Education Act 1998, and the Education
(Admissions to Schools) Act 2018).
Cross-border cooperation in terms of
transfer of suspected criminals is
provided for under the European Arrest
Warrant Act 2003, which brings the
EU’s European Arrest Warrant into
operation.

The United Kingdom
and
Ireland
may
continue the CTA (in
TFEU Protocol 20, art 2,
and draft Withdrawal
Agreement, Protocol
on Ireland/NI, art 2).
EU
law
currently
facilitates of many CTArelated arrangements,
but these protections
relate directly to EU
concepts (such as
freedom of movement)
and not to the CTA.
Many
of
these
measures stand to be
altered or fall away
after Brexit (depending
on the terms of the
deal).

Under EU law the UK
will have to continue to
ensure
the
CTA
associated rights and
privileges do not affect
Ireland’s
EU
obligations. (In TFEU
Protocol 20, art 2, and
draft
Withdrawal
Agreement, Protocol
on Ireland/NI, art 2).
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Recommendations
Key Recommendations
Gold Standard: The UK and Irish governments should agree a Common Travel Area treaty
encompassing common immigration rules, travel rights, residency rights and related rights
to education, social security, work, health, and security and justice.
Silver Standard: Failing this, both governments should pursue a bilateral treaty on the core
immigration, travel and residency rights accompanied by a range of sectoral agreements.
Bronze Standard: If neither Gold nor Silver can be achieved, both governments should work
together to enhance shared understandings of the CTA and its content, including a
memorandum of understanding.
As part of any Gold, Silver or Bronze Agreement: Agree a ‘notification requirement’
whereby each government and devolved administration would notify the others of changes
that would have a bearing on the CTA.
As a consequence of any Gold, Silver or Bronze Agreement: The UK government should
update the language of immigration provisions facilitating the CTA to clarify the place of
Irish nationals within the UK’s modern immigration system.

Overarching Recommendations (relevant even without formalisation of CTA)
1.

The Irish and UK governments should develop and fund a public information campaign,
providing jargon-free information about the practical rights for individuals in the CTA

2.

The Irish government should clarify its position on the Schengen Area due to the border
challenges that would result from Irish membership of the bloc.

3.

The UK and Irish governments should ensure early cooperation with and consultation of
the administrations of Guernsey, Jersey and the Isle of Man.

4.

The Irish and UK governments should clarify their understandings of the acceptable
frequency and scope of checks of individuals traversing the CTA.

5.

The UK and Irish governments should commit to ensuring that ‘spot checks’ on
individuals within the CTA are neither directly nor indirectly discriminatory (for example,
on the basis of apparent ethnic origin).

6.

The Irish and UK governments should consider the position within the CTA of those who
are neither UK nor Irish nationals, having especial regard to those who would not enjoy
citizens’ rights.

7.

The UK and Irish governments should work together to ensure funding for pilot projects
relating to cross-border healthcare is available following Brexit.
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8.

The UK government should ensure that the UK Shared Prosperity Fund adequately
replaces the cross-border health-care related funding of the INTERREG programme.

9.

The Irish and UK governments should restate their political and material support for
CAWT (Cooperation and Working Together) initiatives, and commit to continued working
through the North-South Ministerial Council.

10. The UK government, cooperating with the Irish government, should establish a taskforce

to catalogue the EU regulatory regimes that underpin health cooperation across the CTA,
and make recommendations as to their replacement.
11. The Irish and the UK governments should work together to establish a shared

understanding of post-Brexit in-work conditions within the CTA.
12. The UK government, cooperating with the Irish government, should establish a taskforce

to catalogue and monitor the practical impediments to cross-border work, including for
cross-border businesses, for individual workers, for part-time workers, and for the selfemployed.
13. The UK and Irish governments should ensure mutual recognition of qualifications

continues.
14. The Irish and UK governments should establish a taskforce to catalogue and monitor the

practical impediments to claiming social security across the CTA, with especial attention
to cross-border living.
15. The UK and Irish governments, in consultation with the relevant sub-national authorities

and Universities, should commit to a funding regime that protects access to first, second
and third level education for non-national students (including for non-residents).
16. The Irish and UK governments should work within the EU to ensure the continuation of

PEACE funding or a full replacement, with particular attention to provision of funding for
shared education.
17. The UK and Irish governments should work together to ensure Northern Irish Universities

are not isolated from all-island opportunities following Brexit.
18. The UK government should prioritise an agreement that would ensure continued

inclusion in EU justice cooperation arrangements.
19. The PSNI and Gardaí should work on contingency plans for justice cooperation in the

absence of EU structures (including without the current EU-wide ability to share
information).
20. The Irish and UK governments should restate their political and material support for

the British-Irish Intergovernmental Conference and Joint Task Force.
Recommendations
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Chapter 1: The Core CTA
Introduction
The Brexit referendum campaign saw frequent warnings that cross border co-operation on
the island of Ireland would be jeopardised by the UK leaving the EU.3 Prominent Leave
campaigners, including the then-Northern Ireland Secretary Theresa Villiers, responded that
maintaining the CTA would address such concerns:
We’ve run an effective common travel area for many decades with the Republic of
Ireland and there’s every reason to suggest that that would continue whether we
leave the EU or we don’t.4
The CTA, the UK’s voters were assured, would secure cross-border ‘business-as-usual’ on the
island of Ireland after Brexit. Following the referendum, the UK Government adopted this
rhetoric into its negotiating position. In the Brexit negotiations to date Theresa May’s
administration has prioritised the ‘maintenance of the CTA’5 as the fixed feature of its solution
to the challenge of maintaining an open land border. It once sought to combine the CTA with
unspecified ‘technology-based solutions’6 to customs and regulatory requirements, but
currently proposes to pair it with a customs arrangement covering goods, thereby negating
the need for customs checks.7 For its part, the Irish Government has maintained its position
that the CTA will be unaffected by the Brexit process; ‘nothing in any withdrawal agreement
or withdrawal treaty will undermine the capacity for Britain and Ireland on a bilateral basis to
maintain a common travel area’.8
Communities within Northern Ireland have reported frustrations at a lack of clarity despite
widespread – if not universal – understandings that negative impacts could result from
changes to the CTA and associated arrangements. Technical language has hampered
understanding and there appears to be a degree of confusion about what the CTA actually is
or provides for; ‘People consider the Common Travel Area, the area we commonly travel. I’m
not sure there is a comprehensive understanding…’.9
In December 2017, upon concluding the end of Phase 1 of the negotiations ‘Joint Report’, the
UK and the EU agreed to commit to the following:
Both Parties recognise that the United Kingdom and Ireland may continue to make
arrangements between themselves relating to the movement of persons between
their territories (Common Travel Area), while fully respecting the rights of natural
persons conferred by Union law. The United Kingdom confirms and accepts that the
3 For a summary, see S. de Mars, C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue and B. Warwick, Policy Paper: Brexit, Northern Ireland and Ireland

(SSRN, 2016) pp4-8.
4 Irish Times Editorial, ‘Brexit: Sealing the Border’ Irish Times (18 April 2016).
5 HM Government, White Paper: The United Kingdom’s Exit from and New Partnership with the EU (2017) Cm. 9417, para
4.8.
6 HM Government, Northern Ireland and Ireland: Position Paper (2017) para 46.
7 HM Government, The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (2018) Cmnd.9593, p8.
8 S. Coveney, TD (Tánaiste), Dáil debates, vol. 970, speech 2 (27 June 2018).
9 In conversation with Louise Coyle, Policy Officer at Northern Ireland Rural Women’s Network, reporting on a range of
research and community events organised by the Network (September 2018).
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Common Travel Area and associated rights and privileges can continue to operate
without affecting Ireland’s obligations under Union law, in particular with respect to
free movement for EU citizens.10
The Commission, in March 2018, drafted a proposal for embedding this commitment into the
Withdrawal Agreement that is to be concluded between the UK and the EU. The draft
Withdrawal Agreement contains an agreed provision on the CTA in Article 2 of the Protocol
on Ireland and Northern Ireland:
Article 2 Common Travel Area
1. The United Kingdom and Ireland may continue to make arrangements between
themselves relating to the movement of persons between their territories (the
“Common Travel Area”), while fully respecting the rights of natural persons conferred
by Union law.
2. The United Kingdom shall ensure that the Common Travel Area and associated
rights and privileges can continue to operate without affecting the obligations of
Ireland under Union law, in particular with respect to free movement for Union
citizens and their family members, irrespective of their nationality, to, from and
within Ireland.11
The CTA will therefore underpin fundamental aspects of the UK’s post-Brexit relationship with
Ireland. Its importance, however, belies the fact that its specific requirements remain, at best,
indistinct, and has no status in international law. This report, as a whole, unpacks the CTA’s
requirements and the domestic legislation which has come to be associated with it, in an
effort to explain the rights and obligations which exist under these arrangements. This section
outlines the CTA’s core requirements.
We say outlined, because there is no legally binding international agreement which
comprehensively establishes the terms of CTA. Instead, in unbroken practice stretching back
to 1952, the CTA has operated through a combination of informal administrative
understandings and latterly more formal ‘sectoral agreements’ between its members (the UK,
Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man).12 Each party then takes steps to ensure that
these arrangements are reflected in their domestic law and administrative practices.13
The July 2018 Brexit White Paper sketches the UK Government’s current proposed terms for
withdrawing from the EU, and their relevance for the CTA:
These proposals are without prejudice to the Common Travel Area (CTA)
arrangements between the UK and Ireland, and the Crown Dependencies. The CTA

10

Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n 1) para 54.

11 Draft Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland from the European Union,

Protocol
on
Ireland/Northern
Ireland.
Available
at:
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/betapolitical/files/draft_agreement_coloured.pdf (19 March 2018) p110.
12 S. Coveney, TD (Tánaiste), Dáil debates, vol. 970, speech 4 (27 June 2018).
13 B. Ryan, ‘The Common Travel Area between Britain and Ireland’ (2001) 64 MLR 855, p858.
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means that Irish citizens will continue to enjoy a special status in the UK, provided for
by domestic legislation, distinct from the status of other EU nationals.14
This statement illustrates that the CTA exists in law insofar as it is ‘provided for by domestic
legislation’. This ‘hotch-potch’ of laws provides for a generally aligned immigration system
and more-or-less reciprocal special status for each other’s citizens, entitling them to
equivalent social and political rights to ‘home’ citizens.15 In the remainder of this section we
explain the most significant legislative provisions which apply to these elements of the CTA in
turn, before examining the relationship between the CTA and the GFA.

The CTA: Aligned Immigration Rules
The CTA began as a set of coordinated immigration controls, with other elements developed
over time. This coordination covers the treatment of individuals who are not UK or Irish
citizens, providing the CTA’s external face to the rest of the world. The existence of these
aligned outer controls allows the parts of the CTA to minimise controls on movement and
residence within the CTA (the internal aspect of the CTA’s operation). The degree of
coordination on such vital national interests, however, has often been controversial as it
appears to constitute an abridgement of national sovereignty. Both the UK and Ireland have,
at different times, emphasised that the arrangements are not a function of binding
international law, but a policy both countries enter into on the basis of national self-interest.16
Since 1952 Ireland and the UK have coordinated third-country visa requirements, ensuring
their domestic laws roughly align, and that information is shared about particular individuals
excluded from either country.17 Relations in this regard are not always equal; the importance
of the CTA to Ireland has often seen the Irish Government to take steps to swiftly align with
new UK policies.18 Ireland’s courts have upheld the refusal of a visa on basis that an individual
is seeking to use Ireland to access the UK, affirming the public policy importance of protecting
the CTA against abuse.19 Whereas Ireland maintains rules to refuse such individuals a visa,20
the UK does not currently maintain a law which explicitly provides for the enforcement of
Irish rules.21 The external face provided by this law does not, however, prevent immigration
controls being imposed on third country nationals as they move between Ireland and the UK.

HM Government, The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (2018) Cmd 9593, p33.
See I. Maher, ‘Common Travel Area: More Than Just Travel’ (RIA, 2017) p3.
16 E. Meehan, Free Movement between Ireland and the UK. From the ‘Common Travel Area’ to the Common Travel Area
(Policy Institute, 2000) p22.
17 Rough alignment does not equate to full harmonisation. For example, Ireland and the UK both impose visa requirements
on 103 states (illustrating a considerable degree of alignment), but the UK requires visas for citizens of six states where
Ireland does not, and Ireland requires visas for citizens of seven states where the UK does not; HM Government, Northern
Ireland and Ireland: Position Paper (2017) para 22.
18 The introduction of ‘direct provision’ for asylum seekers in Ireland was explicitly justified on the basis that if Ireland
operated a less restrictive policy than the UK, asylum seekers would be enticed to move through the UK to Ireland using the
CTA; see Ryan (n 13) p873.
19 Kweder v Minister for Justice [1996] 1 IR 381, 387 (Geoghegan J).
20 Aliens (Amendment) (No. 2) Order 1999 (SI 24/1999) (Ireland), article 5.
21 See Ryan (n 13) p865. Ryan notes that the UK’s immigration authorities could nonetheless be using more general powers
to protect the CTA against abuse.
14
15
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As such, visa requirements generally apply to non-EU/EEA/Swiss foreign nationals travelling
between the UK and Ireland and vice versa.22
Having established the CTA’s external face under this legislation the Immigration Act 1971
provides the current legislative basis for travel from Ireland, the Channel Islands, and Isle of
Man into the UK under UK law:
Arrival in and departure from the United Kingdom on a local journey from or to any of
the islands (that is to say the Channel Islands, and Isle of Man) or the Republic of
Ireland, shall not be subject to control under this Act, nor shall a person require leave
to enter the United Kingdom on so arriving, except in so far as any of those places is
for any purpose excluded from this subsection under the powers conferred by this Act;
and in this Act the United Kingdom, and those places, or such of them are not so
excluded, are collectively referred to as “the common travel area”.23
This legislation permits refusal of entry for specific reasons, including for reasons of national
security.24 It also includes a break clause, allowing the Home Secretary to impose general
restrictions on immigration from Ireland by statutory instrument.25 As a result movement
from Ireland into the UK can, as a matter of UK domestic law, be subject to rapid restriction.
The UK does not currently require, as a matter of immigration law, that Irish or UK citizens
present identification documents at UK ports and airports when travelling from the CTA. Legal
powers exist to institute identity checks on travellers between Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, but have not been brought into force in light of vociferous opposition from Northern
Ireland politicians.26 Again, the CTA does not completely align practice between Ireland and
the UK, because Ireland has since 1997 maintained an immigration requirement that
travellers arriving by air from the other parts of the CTA present a passport.27 As one Irish
judge has observed, the requirement that a passport be carried to demonstrate that the
individual in question need not be subject to immigration control, is something of a Catch-22
situation.28
Road and rail crossings of the land border are also treated differently in Ireland and the UK.
In Ireland, Gardaí have powers to institute spot checks on the immigration status of the
occupants of vehicles crossing the border and on passengers on board cross-border rail
services.29 Cross border buses are subject to regular checks using these powers. In Northern
Ireland, by contrast, police powers have hitherto focused on onward travel to the UK via ports
and airports. The Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Bill currently before the UK
See A. Shatter and D. Green, ‘Ireland-UK Accord to Further Secure the Common Travel Area’ (2011). Note that a joint visa
scheme applies to Indian and Chinese citizens, and Ireland operates a visa waiver programme for some other holders of UK
short-stay visas; Immigration Act 2004 (Visas) Order 2012 (SI 417/2012) (Ireland), schedule 1.
23 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s1(3).
24 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s9(4).
25 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s9(6).
26 Police and Justice Act 2006 (UK), s14. This provision was intended to counter the limited powers of UK Border Force to
impose checks on individuals making ‘in-country’ journeys under Singh v Hammond [1987] 1 All ER 829.
27 Aliens (Amendment) (No. 3) Order 1997 (SI 277/1997) (Ireland), Article 3. See also the Immigration Act 2004 (Ireland), s4.
28 Pachero v Minister for Justice [2011] 4 IR 698, [18] (Hogan J); ‘Whatever about anyone else, Joseph Heller certainly would
have approved’. See Graham Butler, ‘Not a “Real” Common Travel Area: Pachero v Minister for Justice and Equality’ (2015)
54 Irish Jurist 155.
29 Immigration Act 2004 (Ireland), s7.
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Parliament changes this dynamic. The Bill proposes a “border area” within Northern Ireland
of up to one mile from the Northern Ireland/Ireland border or at the first rail stop on cross
border journeys).30 Within this area the PSNI/immigration officers will gain the powers to
stop, question and detain (for up to six hours) individuals in order to ascertain whether they
are there to cross the border.31
While so much political attention is focused on Brexit, this Bill amasses powers which could
change life along the border. The UK authorities could contend that the proposed powers
roughly mirror those currently available to Gardaí. The legislation, however, is drafted with
few safeguards (police or immigration officers need show no basis of suspicion of wrongdoing
to carry out checks). If the proposed powers are employed in full, the UK authorities could
foreseeably establish ‘a kind of militarised zone along the Border, where roving patrols can
stop and question any person, resident or traveller, without any kind of justification’.32 These
measures could turn the clock back, reinvigorating a version of the vehicle checkpoints which
became ubiquitous during the Northern Ireland conflict (see chapter 2).33 Travellers who are
Irish or UK citizens will be able to demonstrate their entitlement to cross the border by
producing documents such as their passport, but it could start to feel like an obligation to
carry such identification documents.

The CTA: Reciprocal Individual Rights and Obligations
The UK Government has emphasised its ongoing commitment to the CTA after the 2016 Brexit
referendum, identifying the following reciprocal rights for Irish Citizens in the UK and UK
Citizens in Ireland as being derived from the CTA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the right to enter and reside in each others’ state without being subject to a
requirement to obtain permission
the right to work without being subject to a requirement to obtain permission
the right to access education
access to social welfare entitlements and benefits
access to health services
access to social housing
the right to vote in local and parliamentary elections.34

The root of these reciprocal arrangements lies in the laws by which Irish citizens in the UK and
the UK’s citizens in Ireland are not treated in the same way as other foreign nationals. In
Ireland, individuals who are not Irish citizens are classed as ‘non-nationals’,35 whereas they
had previously been described as aliens.36 A series of statutory instruments have separated
UK citizens out from this status.37 In the UK, the Ireland Act 1949 provides that Irish citizens
Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Bill 2018 (UK), Sch. 3, para 57.
Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Bill 2018 (UK), Sch. 3, para 2-6.
32 CAJ, ‘Briefing on the Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Bill 2018’ (CAJ, 2018) para 21.
33 George Hamilton, Evidence to the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee (27 June 2018) HC 512, Q51.
34 Department for Exiting the EU, ‘Citizens’ rights - UK and Irish nationals in the Common Travel Area’ (22 December 2017),
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travelarea/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travel-area.
35 Immigration Act 1999 (Ireland), s1(1).
36 Aliens Act 1935 (Ireland).
37 Aliens (Exemption) Order 1999 (SI 97/1999) (Ireland).
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are not treated as ‘foreign for domestic law purposes.38 This language is, however, dated and
open to interpretation. Modern UK immigration law details the rights of British citizens by
comparison to non-UK citizens. In this context the rights provided by a ‘not-foreign’ status are
uncertain.39
These general provisions are supported by some specific laws. For example, electoral law in
both Ireland and the UK makes explicit provision for voting rights for each others’ citizens.40
Alongside reciprocal provision of rights which are broadly equivalent to home citizens can
come reciprocal obligations; Irish citizens resident in the UK for more than five years have a
duty to sit on juries.41 Equivalence also has distinct limits; Irish citizens in the UK are subject
to deportation, as the law of deportation applies to any ‘person who is not a British citizen’.42
In both of these regards reciprocity breaks down. Ireland excludes non-citizens from jury
service43 and UK citizens are not ‘non-nationals’ subject to Ireland’s law of deportation.44
Neither the UK nor Ireland guarantees that the other’s citizens will continue to be treated in
a manner which is in most respects equivalent as its own citizens. Instead, both maintain a
separate category in nationality law for the other’s citizens, who for now are treated in a
manner equivalent to home citizens in most regards. The CTA does not mandate this approach
as a matter of international law; both Ireland and the UK have adopted these laws as a matter
of rough reciprocity.

The CTA and the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement
There is no mention of the CTA in the GFA, but the GFA does mandate the establishment of
the British-Irish Intergovernmental Conference, which provides the mechanism by which the
CTA is managed.45 The GFA also recognises the ‘birth-right’ of the people of Northern Ireland
to self-identify (without disadvantage) as an Irish citizen, a UK citizen or both.46 Given that the
UK’s domestic legislation supporting the CTA provided for almost exact equivalence between
UK citizens and Irish citizens, the UK could already maintain that no law reform was necessary
in 1998 to fulfil this GFA commitment.
The GFA does not, however, protect the status of all Irish people under UK law; it only
provides a safeguard covering those Irish citizens who come from Northern Ireland (and are
therefore, under the GFA, part of ‘the people of Northern Ireland’). Subtle differences in
status already exist under UK law. For example, under the Civil Service Nationality Rules,
Ireland Act 1949 (UK), s2(1).
See S. Cox, Brexit and Irish citizens in the UK: How to safeguard the rights of Irish citizens in an uncertain future (Traveller
Movement,
2017)
available
at:
https://travellermovement.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/TTMBrexit_and_Irish_citizens_in_the_UK_web.pdf p10.
40 See the Electoral (Amendment) Act 1985 (Ireland) and the Representation of the People Act 1983 (UK). UK law provides
for almost exact equivalence between UK citizens and Irish citizens, with the exception that UK citizens resident overseas for
less than 15 years retain a vote, whereas Irish citizens do not. UK citizens in Ireland cannot vote in presidential elections or
referendums, and cannot stand as candidates for the Dáil.
41 Juries Act 1974 (UK), s1.
42 See the Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s3.
43 Juries Act 1974 (Ireland), s6.
44 See the Immigration Act 1999 (Ireland), s3.
45 Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government
of Ireland (with annexes) (‘Good Friday Agreement’) 1998 (2114 UNTS 473), Article 2. The Intergovernmental Conference
was carried over from the Anglo-Irish Agreement. Prior to that, CTA issues were dealt with by bilateral meetings.
46 GFA (n45), section 2, para 1(vi).
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certain UK public sector jobs carry with them a citizenship requirement.47 The rules which
exclude Irish citizens from the Republic of Ireland from reserved posts have been upheld by
the Northern Ireland courts.48 They could not, however, operate to exclude one of the people
of Northern Ireland who self identifies as an Irish citizen without breaching the GFA.There
have been proposals to extend this divide. In 2008 Lord Goldsmith prepared a report for the
then UK Labour Government, proposing that political rights (to vote and stand in
parliamentary elections) be the sole preserve of UK citizens. Reciprocity under the CTA
provided no legal barrier to this proposal, but this proposal did acknowledge the need for
special provision for Irish citizens from Northern Ireland in light of the UK’s GFA
commitments.49
Looking to the post-Brexit era, the GFA will continue to be relevant to the operation of the
CTA. The requirement of the Agreement that there is rights ‘equivalence’ between North and
South will support arguments for the CTA’s continued operation. In addition to the GFA’s
protections, the Brexit negotiations have led to further pledges that support the CTA’s
operation (even if they do not, of themselves, form part of the CTA). The first is an assurance
in the Joint Report that Irish citizens who are part of the ‘people of Northern Ireland’ will be
entitled to continue to enjoy their rights as EU citizens even if they reside in Northern
Ireland.50 Claiming these rights does, however, require that such a person claims Irish
citizenship (and the EU citizenship which goes along with it). The second important element
of the negotiations to date has been the ‘non-diminution’ guarantee in the Joint Report51 and
the EU’s draft Withdrawal Agreement.52 This covers all of Northern Ireland and prevents the
UK from reducing rights as a result of Brexit. This is a broad guarantee that requires the UK to
continue with the high levels of human rights protections that currently derive from EU law.

Conclusion
Myths about the CTA abound. Gavin Robinson MP recently told Parliament that ‘[t]he
common travel area does not allow for a person to be stopped and checked for citizenship or
to be asked about their right to travel’.53 But as this section has demonstrated, the Irish
Government maintains such checks with no accusations from the UK that they are
incompatible with the CTA; indeed, the UK looks set to follow suit under the CounterTerrorism and Border Security Bill 2018.
This overview brings into focus two serious shortcomings in the CTA arrangements. The first
of these problems is the dated language of some of the legislation, over half a century old,
which operationalises the CTA. References to aliens and foreigners are out of step with
contemporary nationality and immigration law in Ireland and the UK, which could undermine
future efforts to enforce CTA related rights by litigation. The second shortcoming is that there

Civil
Service
Nationality
Rules
(2007)
(UK),
available
at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/536134/civil_servicenationality_rules_20_june__2016.pdf para 1.16.
48 See Re O’Boyle’s Application (2000) 4 Eur. L. Rep. 637.
49 P. Goldsmith, Citizenship: Our Common Bond (HMSO, 2008), available at: http://image.guardian.co.uk/sysfiles/Politics/documents/2008/03/11/citizenship-report-full.pdf p76.
50 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 52
51 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 53.
52 Draft Withdrawal Agreement (n11), Protocol on Ireland/ Northern Ireland, art 1.
53 G. Robinson, MP, HC Deb., vol.642, col.660 (11 June 2018).
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is no agreement, binding in international law, which establishes the terms of the CTA. Instead
the arrangements rest on roughly reciprocal legislation in the UK and Ireland.
The mutual interest in maintaining these arrangements in terms of reduced administrative
burdens and improved population flows across the Atlantic Islands have sustained them,
more or less, for a century. It is a relationship built on trust. There is, however, no recourse
to law if trust breaks down, or slowly erodes. It is notable that the Counter Terrorism and
Border Security Bill came onto the table after PSNI Chief Constable George Hamilton
complained to the UK Parliament about Ireland’s record of immigration enforcement at the
CTA’s outer border as an explanation for the spike in immigration offences in Northern
Ireland.54 The failure to ground the CTA in a binding international agreement will also hamper
any future efforts by courts in Ireland and the UK to interpret domestic legislation in light of
the CTA’s overarching objectives, which could contribute to the gradual erosion of the
protections.

54

G. Hamilton, Evidence to Northern Ireland Affairs Committee (13 December 2016) HC 700, Q165.
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Travel: The CTA theoretically permits unrestricted travel between the UK and
Ireland for UK and Irish citizens. Various immigration controls have nonetheless
been instituted in both the UK and Ireland that mean that, in practice, many
travellers are obliged to carry documentation or do so to facilitate travel.
Residence: The CTA permits Irish citizens the right of residence in the UK and
UK citizens the right of residence in Ireland without special conditions. This
means that UK citizens can live in Ireland and Irish citizens can live in the UK on
a basis broadly equivalent to ‘home’ citizens.
Key UK law: Irish citizens are not treated as ‘foreign’ in the UK; Ireland Act 1949.
Irish and UK citizens travelling from another part of the CTA into the UK are not
subject to UK immigration controls; Immigration Act 1971.

In EU Law

Key Irish law: UK citizens are not treated as ‘non-nationals’ in Ireland; Aliens
Act 1935; Immigration Act 1999; Aliens (Exemption) Order 1999 (SI 97/1999).
Irish and UK citizens travelling from another part of the CTA into Ireland are
expected to show documentation demonstrating their status at airports (and
spot checks can take place at ports and on land routes); Immigration Act 2004.
Freedom of Movement: In terms of travel and residence, EU freedom of
movement law works in parallel to the CTA for travel between the UK and
Ireland and will continue to do so until the UK leaves the EU (covering UK and
Irish citizens as EU citizens). EU freedom of movement law permits
EU/EEA/Swiss citizens to travel between the UK and Ireland without visas and
to reside for up to three months without additional personal obligations
(longer if these individuals in work or are self-supporting); TFEU, Articles 45-48.

In policy

In domestic
legislation

In the CTA

Summary

These core elements of the CTA are augmented by related arrangements.
Associated policies and legislation are covered in Chapters 3-7.
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Chapter 2: The Development of the CTA
Introduction
The CTA has existed in various forms, notwithstanding an extended hiatus in the 1940s and
1950s, for almost exactly a century. That travel restrictions were imposed only in time of
global conflict (even if they lingered on long after the end of the Second World War) creates
the impression that only cataclysmic circumstances would threaten the CTA’s operation. This
section provides a closer review of the CTA’s operation, illustrating both how the CTA has
been subject to repeated threats to its operation, and how the mutual rights provided for
under the arrangement have varied over time.

Partition
In the aftermath of the First World War the UK Government sought to reorganise the entry
and exit controls which had been in place during the conflict. As part of this activity, it
established administrative understandings with the authorities in the Isle of Man and Channel
Islands facilitating travel between these Crown Dependencies and the UK. At the same time
the Irish War of Independence was reaching its peak. The Anglo-Irish Treaty signed in 1921
did not include arrangements for cross-border travel after the Irish Free State’s independence
from the UK, but it did specify that Ireland remained part of the British Empire. This allowed
Irish and UK officials to use the blue print provided by the Crown Dependencies
arrangements. They reached a similar administrative understanding in 1922. These
arrangements provided the genesis of the present CTA.
The 1922 arrangements did not amount to binding international law. Instead, they were
pledges by both the UK and Ireland to operate common rules for third-country nationals
entering their territory (creating the external face of the CTA), and to not impose restrictions
on travel between the two countries. Both countries subsequently legislated to exclude each
other’s nationals from immigration requirements and to coordinate their approach to thirdcountry nationals.55 This legislation, in theory, allowed the border between Northern Ireland
and Ireland to be traversed with little or no documentation, even for third-country nationals.
Once across the border the common framework of the British Empire meant Irish nationals in
the UK or UK nationals in Ireland faced few other administrative restrictions on work or access
to the limited social support then available.
These arrangements were, in some respects, a creation of convenience. Neither the UK nor
the Irish Government wanted the expense of policing the land border and both saw
advantages in allowing flows of labour to continue unimpeded between Great Britain and
Ireland.56 This arrangement suited the two Governments, even after the blood-letting of the
War of Independence. It is worth noting that at the same time borders were being redrawn
across Europe and countries which had been united, particularly in former Austro-Hungarian

55
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Aliens Order 1925 (SI 2/1925) (Ireland), Aliens Order 1923 (SI 326/1923) (UK) and Aliens Order 1925 (760/1925) (UK).
Ryan (n 13) pp869-871.
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Empire, were now split. These new divisions imposed severe disruptions upon life in new
border regions across Europe.57
These arrangements were not, however, a panacea for all of the dislocations imposed by
partition. Physical manifestations of the border were slow to emerge, especially as the Civil
War was ongoing and officials were reluctant to construct them ahead of the report of the
Boundary Commission. But gradually the border came into effect. In April 1923 the UK
introduced customs controls on the land border.58 Thereafter the archived files on the border
are replete with stories of petty officialdom, such as the fine imposed on a traveller for failing
to declare 4oz of tobacco, or the school teacher refused permission to use a motorbike on the
most direct route between his home and his school across the border.59 Ireland established
its own customs controls,60 and in the 1930s instituted administrative restrictions on
travellers resident in Great Britain or Northern Ireland to register with the Gardaí following
arrival in Ireland and obtain permissions for stays of over one month.61
In short, the arrangements created in the 1920s allowed someone to walk across the Irish
border without papers. But driving a motor car or motorcycle, or moving livestock or goods,
could only legally take place during the day on twenty authorised routes across the border,
and required those engaged in this activity to obtain the necessary permits and pay the
necessary duties.62

The Second World War and its Aftermath
The outbreak of the Second World War saw a flurry of legislation from Dublin, Belfast and
Westminster restricting travel.63 The need for Irish labour in UK industry and agriculture in
light of wartime conscription ensured that considerable flows of workers continued in spite
of these new regulations, with travel only being severely curtailed between March and August
1944.64 Conditions upon travel were also introduced between Northern Ireland and the
remainder of the UK.65
These restrictions did not fall away with the end of hostilities. Ireland and the UK were now
following separate immigration policies and the preconditions for common travel therefore
no longer existed. Ireland removed many of its restrictions on travel from the UK in 1946, but
the UK Government did not follow suit, and even retained the restrictions upon travel to
Great Britain from Northern Ireland. These restrictions were repeatedly questioned in
Parliament, with one UK Government minister responding that controls would either have to

P. Leary, Unapproved Routes: Histories of the Irish Border 1922-1972 (OUP, 2016) p11.
Customs (Land Boundary) Regulations 1924 (SI 631/1924) (UK).
59 See Files CUST 49/881 and HO 267/49 (UK National Archives).
60 Customs (Land Frontier) Regulations 1923 (SI 11/1923) (Ireland). See C. Nash, L. Dennis and B. Graham, ‘Putting the border
in place: Customs regulation in the making of the Irish border, 1921–1945’ (2010) 36 Journal of Historical Geography 421,
p421.
61 Aliens (Exemption) Order 1935 (Ireland) (SI 80/1935).
62 See G. Denton and T. Fahey, The Northern Ireland Land Boundary 1923–1992 (Universities Press, 1993)
p 21.
63 See Ryan (n 13) p857.
64 See File LAB 8/974 (UK National Archives).
65 See File HO 213/1304 (UK National Archives).
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happen at Great Britain’s ports or the land border. He further noted that the Atlee’s
Government was exploring ‘the possibilities of control on the border’.66
The superficial openness of the Northern Ireland land border in the middle of the twentieth
century was also deceptive. The devolved administration in Northern Ireland maintained an
employment permit system which restricted the ability of those not ordinarily resident in
Northern Ireland (including individuals from Ireland and even the rest of the UK) to come into
Northern Ireland to work.67 Although phrased neutrally, this legislation was a ‘nasty piece of
work’, with the primary effect of excluding workers from Ireland from seeking employment
in Northern Ireland.68 These restrictions persisted in full force well into the 1970s, defended
by the UK Government as being necessary ‘to ensure that available work there should be
reserved in the first instance for residents of Northern Ireland’.69
For as long as Ireland remained in the Commonwealth, administrative burdens such as checks
on travellers at ports notwithstanding, Irish nationals enjoyed the rights accorded to any
subject of the British Empire to live and work in Great Britain.70 This backstop, however, fell
away with declaration of that Ireland was a Republic and would leave the Commonwealth in
1949.71 This makes 1949 a pivotal moment for the arrangements for the movement of people
between the UK and Ireland. Had Ireland remained within the Commonwealth there might
well have been the same gradual imposition of immigration controls as imposed on nationals
of other Commonwealth countries in the succeeding decades.72 The declaration of the
Republic, however, obliged the UK Government to consider the position of Irish citizens as a
special case. In response, it introduced new legislation into Parliament, with a firm eye
towards the administrative burdens of not doing so:
It would be an extremely difficult thing to decide in every case from day to day as to
what the exact status was of a person with an Irish name, and if we had to attempt
to make all citizens of Eire aliens, it would have involved a great expenditure of men
and money and a great extension of control of aliens. We had in particular also to
remember the difficulties caused because of the fact of the land frontier between
Northern Ireland, which is part of the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth, and
Eire.73
The Ireland Act 1949 has long been recognised as having particular constitutional importance,
insofar as this is possible under the UK’s uncodified constitution.74 As the UK Government
continues to assert, this legislation provides the root of the ‘special status afforded to Irish

G. de Freitas, MP (Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department), HC Debs, vol. 478, col. 847 (28 July 1950).
Safeguarding of Employment (Northern Ireland) Act 1947 (UK).
68 See Dr P. Hillery, TD (Minister for Foreign Affairs), Dáil debates, vol. 255, speech 59 (27 July 1971).
69 G. Howe, MP (Solicitor General), HC Debs, vol. 835, col. 1476 (25 April 1972).
70 British Nationality Act 1948 (UK), s 2.
71 Republic of Ireland Act 1948 (Ireland), s 2.
72 Starting with the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1962 (UK); see R. Hansen, Citizenship and Immigration in Postwar Britain
(OUP, 2000) pp100-126.
73 C. Atlee, MP (Prime Minister), HC Debs, vol. 464, col. 1855 (11 May 1949).
74 Ireland Act 1949 (UK). H. Calvert, Constitutional Law in Northern Ireland: A study in Regional Government (Stevens & Sons,
1968) pp23-24
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citizens within the UK’.75 In some respects, the changes in Ireland’s status in 1949 posed
similar problems for UK law makers as Brexit. Laws across the statute book depended on
Ireland’s being part of the Empire, and thereafter, the Commonwealth. As a legislative ‘quick
fix’ not dissimilar from the retaining of large sections of EU law in the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2018, the 1949 Act provides that Ireland is generally not treated as a ‘foreign
country’ under UK law.76
The legislation of the late 1940s transformed the status of Irish citizens in UK law.77 They went
from being one sub-category of UK citizen,78 to being part of a distinct category in UK
nationality law; they were neither UK citizens nor foreigners.79 This special status allowed UK
law makers to treat Irish citizens in a manner analogous to UK citizens, setting up the basis
for reciprocal rights and obligations under the CTA. In terms of domestic law, however, the
rights and obligations within this third category can be altered so as to diverge from those of
UK citizens.

Forging and Sustaining the Modern CTA
The Ireland Act 1949 did not restore coordinated immigration arrangements. In 1950, a year
after the Act entered force, the UK Labour Government placed the blame for entry controls
to Great Britain from Ireland and Northern Ireland squarely at the door of the Irish
Government; ‘[i]f the Irish Republic would once again join with us in working a common
system for the control of aliens, then we would for this purpose become a single unit, and
these annoying travel cards could be abolished’.80
The 1949 Act did, however, create the conditions in which travel arrangements could be
restored. Post-war labour shortages in the UK and emigration pressures in Ireland increased
the pressure for a deal, and in 1952 the modern CTA was established. Neither the terms nor
even the existence of the agreement was made public at this point. Given that control of
immigration arrangements was perceived as intrinsically linked to a state’s independence, the
Irish Government was concerned that public cooperation with the UK on these issues would
be regarded as subservience.81 The arrangements were quietly built into UK and Irish law by
statutory instrument.82 It would, nonetheless, take until the 1960s for Ireland to repeal the
last legislation which formally imposed administrative duties on travellers from Great Britain
and Northern Ireland.83 As we discussed in the last chapter, in the UK these arrangements

HM Government, White Paper: The United Kingdom’s Exit from and New Partnership with the EU (2017) Cm. 9417, para
4.6, available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/theunited-kingdoms-exit-from-and-new-partnership-withthe-european-union-white-paper.
76 Ireland Act 1949 (UK), s2(1).
77 See Ryan (n 13) pp859-860.
78 See Murray v Parkes [1942] 2 KB 123, 131 (Lord Caldecote).
79 See Re O’Boyle’s Application (2000) 4 Eur. L. Rep. 637, 658 (Lord Carswell).
80 G. de Freitas, MP (Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department), HC Debs, vol. 478, col. 848 (28 July 1950). Much
to the annoyance of the Northern Ireland authorities, a carnet permit system would continue to apply to travelling from
Northern Ireland to Great Britain with a car into the 1960s; see File CUST 49/5669 (UK National Archives).
81 Meehan (n 16) p29.
82 Aliens (No 2) Order 1952 (SI 636/1952) (Ireland) and Aliens Order 1953 (SI 1671/1953) (UK).
83 Aliens (Exemption) Order, 1935 (Revocation) Order 1962 (SI 113/1962) (Ireland).
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were incorporated into the Immigration Act 1971, which explicitly connects the CTA to the
issues of an individual’s entry into, and entitlement to remain within, the UK.84
Many restrictions upon travel across the land border continued in force into the later years
of the twentieth century. Quite apart from security arrangements, the number of approved
routes for customs and excise purposes remained limited to twenty. Off these routes motor
vehicles could not travel across the border without permits. Up until the 1960s these permits
were ordinarily restricted to clergy, doctors and veterinarians, requiring lengthy detours for
groups like parishioners crossing the border by vehicle to attend church services. Even after
a relaxation of the issue of permits in the mid-1960s, many border communities continued to
regard the system as an unwanted official intrusion into their lives.85
The Northern Ireland conflict saw fresh restrictions on movement between the Atlantic Isles.
Indeed, the UK Government came close to employing the break clause in 1974, after the
Birmingham and Guildford bombings.86 Although identification was not, prior to those
attacks, required for immigration purposes from Ireland to the UK, and vice versa, the CTA
did not prevent the UK from instituting identity checks at the border, ports and airports87 and
establishing border checkpoints to conduct mandatory vehicle searches on security grounds,
with the result that travel documents continued to be carried by cross-border travellers as a
matter of course.88 Internal restrictions on travel within the UK were also introduced, enabling
the UK authorities to prevent individuals suspected of involvement in terrorism from
travelling from Northern Ireland to the Britain.89
Notwithstanding the CTA, entry into the UK via Ireland by non-EEA third-country nationals
(and vice versa) remained, and remains, controlled.90 Archival records indicate how little
these rules were understood by travellers and even officials in the 1970s and 1980s, given
that the land border could be crossed without checks. A Chinese table tennis team, for
example, was unfortunate enough to find itself with only Irish visas in the course of a tour of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.91 That said, because travellers are unlikely to encounter a
border guard when travelling from Ireland to the UK, the UK operates a system of ‘deemed
leave’ for third-country nationals, provided their stay is in the UK is not for work purposes and
not longer than three months.92 In recent years Ireland and the UK have sought to limit the
application of these controls by agreeing joint visas to operate alongside the CTA. Such
arrangements, the British Irish Visa Scheme, are in place to cover Indian and Chinese

Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s1(3).
See File CJ 4/639 (UK National Archives).
86 See File FCO 50/549 (UK National Archives).
87 Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act 1974 (UK), s8(1).
88 Northern Ireland Emergency Provisions Act 1978 (UK), s20(1)(b).
89 Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act 1974 (UK), s3(1). See B. Dickson, The European Convention on Human
Rights and the Conflict in Northern Ireland (OUP, 2010) pp82-92.
90 Immigration (Control of Entry through Ireland) Order 1972 (SI 1972/1385) (UK).
91 See File FCO 50/920 (UK National Archives).
92 Immigration (Control of Entry through Ireland) Order 1972 (SI 1972/1385) (UK), Article 4. See Home Office, Common
Travel Area (13 July 2018) p34, available at:
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travellers.93 Prior to Brexit, proposals were on the table to extend these joint arrangements
to travellers from other countries.94

The European Dimension
The UK and Ireland both joined the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1973. EU law
facilitated movement of people across the EEC and subsequently the EU, ultimately providing
that ‘[e]very citizen of the Union shall have the right to move and reside freely within the
territory of the Member States’.95 The rights associated with freedom of movement under EU
law apply to the nationals of all of the EU Member States, the European Economic Area (EEA)
states of Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, and also Switzerland, and their immediate
families. EU Citizenship rights include visa-free travel, residence without conditions for up to
90 days and without time limit for those in work, studying, or who are self-sufficient and
possessing comprehensive health insurance (residence rights also cover immediate family
members, even if they are non-EU citizens).96 EU states can restrict movement and residence
under EU law if these conditions are not met, or on limited grounds of public policy, public
security or public health.97
EEC membership dramatically reduced labour market protectionism in Northern Ireland and
Ireland. EU law’s requirements for free movement of workers permit only a narrow range of
citizenship restrictions upon employment ‘in the public service’.98 The permit system imposed
on non-Northern Ireland residents seeking employment under Safeguarding of Employment
(Northern Ireland) Act 1947 was incompatible with these rules, and was therefore gradually
phased out after the UK joined the EEC. Under the transitional arrangements put in place
during the UK’s membership negotiations, the last elements of this regime would not be
repealed until 1981.99 Ireland, it should be noted, also excluded non-citizens from various
categories of employment beyond those permitted under EU law prior to it joining the EEC,
and also phased these restrictions out during a transitional period in the 1970s.100
The CTA and EU law currently exist in parallel, even if some of the benefits which they provide
to individuals moving between the Atlantic Isles overlap. Some of the reciprocal rights derived
from the CTA are more extensive than those which are facets of European citizenship.101 For
example, EU law does not provide European citizens a right to vote in parliamentary elections
if they reside in an EU country which is not their country of nationality, whereas both the UK
and Ireland extend the right to vote in parliamentary elections to each other’s nationals. The
Home Office, Common Travel Area (n 92) pp19-20.
See P. Hosford, ‘It’s going to be easier for tourists to come to Ireland and the UK from today’ Journal.ie (6 October 2014)
available at: http://www.thejournal.ie/visa-waiver-programme-uk-and-ireland-1708178-Oct2014/.
95 TFEU, Article 21(1).
96 European Parliament and Council Directive 2004/38/EC (29 April 2004). See also the Immigration (European Economic
Area) Regulations 2016 (SI 1052/2016) (UK) and the European Communities (Free Movement of Persons) Regulations 2015
(SI 548/2015) (Ireland).
97 European Parliament and Council Directive 2004/38/EC (29 April 2004), Articles 27-33.
98 TFEU, Article 45(4). See Case 149/79 Commission v Belgium [1980] ECR 3881, para 12.
99
See M. Daly, ‘Brexit and the Irish Border: Historical Context’ (RIA, 2017) p4, available at:
https://www.britac.ac.uk/sites/default/files/BrexitandtheIrishBorderHistoricalContext_0.pdf.
100 See E. Meehan, ‘Freedom of Movement: the Common Travel Area between Ireland and Britain and the Treaty of
Amsterdam’ in S. Ghatak and A. Showstack Sassoon, Migration and Mobility: The European Context (Palgrave Macmillan,
2001) pp124-145.
101 The Nordic Passport Union also operates alongside EU law for many of its member states, and in some respects provides
for deeper rights for nationals of its member states than EU law.
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CTA, however, does not provide comparable rights to EU law for immediate family members
who are not citizens of one of its parties.
The distinct nature of these overarching regimes is important when it comes to the
enforcement of rights. The CTA amounts to a network of bilateral arrangements; if they ‘go
wrong’ (if reciprocity breaks down on a particular issue), the basis for a legal challenge is rarely
clear. The UK’s Ireland Act 1949 has, for example, very rarely been invoked in litigation to
protect the legal interests of Irish citizens resident in the UK.102 As a result, the rights and
obligations provided under the CTA can sometimes be threatened by proposals which take
little account of the special CTA circumstances.103 EU law, by contrast, provides an effective
legal framework through which individuals can protect movement and associated rights when
a Member State fails to fulfil its EU obligations. Provisions in Northern Ireland welfare law
which disadvantaged cross-border workers persisted into the 1990s. They were not resolved
through intergovernmental action under the CTA. They were litigated under EU law.104
In the 1980s some EU countries developed their own open border arrangements, which
culminated in the Schengen Convention.105 Schengen is open to association by non-EU
Member States, but the Schengen acquis was incorporated into EU law in the Treaty of
Amsterdam.106 Ireland and the UK remained separate from the Schengen acquis, however, in
order to protect their own shared immigration arrangements under the CTA. Given that this
placed Ireland and the UK out of step with the developing EU law on open borders, both
countries pursued and gained an acknowledgement in the Treaty of Amsterdam which
recognised that the continuing operation of the CTA would not conflict with EU law.107 After
Brexit, Ireland will be the only EU state not part of Schengen or moving towards being so; all
new EU Member States are obliged to join Schengen.

Brexit
After Brexit the CTA can, in theory, continue to cover Ireland as an EU Member State and the
UK as a non-Member State. The UK’s leaving the EU does not, of itself, collapse the CTA.108
The Joint Report on the UK-EU withdrawal negotiations, concluded in December 2017, agreed
that the arrangements between the UK and Ireland relating to the movement of persons
under the CTA can continue.109 The Report did, however, stipulate that any continuing CTA
must respect the rights of natural persons as conferred by EU law.
The Joint Report asserted that the UK-EU Withdrawal Agreement will provide for the
continuation of EU-law rights for EU citizens resident in the UK ahead of Brexit.110 There are,
See, for example, Re O’Conor’s Application [2005] NIQB 11.
The Goldsmith Report commissioned by Gordon Brown’s Labour Government, for example, advocated removing Irish
citizens from the UK parliamentary franchise; P. Goldsmith, Citizenship: Our Common Bond (HMSO, 2008) pp75-76, available
at: http://image.guardian.co.uk/sys-files/Politics/documents/2008/03/11/citizenship-report-full.pdf.
104 See Case C-119-91 McMenamin v Adjudication Officer [1992] ECR 1-6393.
105 Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the Governments of the States of the
Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the French Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at
their common borders OJ L 239 (22 September 2000).
106 TFEU, Articles 26 and 77. See also Council Decision 435/1999/EC and Council Decision 436/1999/EC.
107 TFEU, Protocols 19-21.
108 The Isle of Man and Channel Islands, which make up the other parts of the CTA, are not parts of the EU.
109 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 54.
110 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 31.
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however, caveats within the UK’s approach to this commitment which create divisions in how
Irish citizens will be treated in the UK post-Brexit. Irish passport holders from the ROI will be
able to register for “settled status” as EU citizens under the new Home Office system.111 The
UK Government maintain that this scheme is optional for Irish citizens, because of the rights
they retain as a result of the CTA’s operation.112 It suffices to note that given the lack of
certainty around the CTA’s terms and how the arrangements might change in the future, this
scheme for locking in EU rights will provide an important safeguard.
Irish passport holders from Northern Ireland will not be able to avail of this settled status
scheme, a restriction justified on the basis that such individuals have not engaged in the crossborder movement necessary to trigger EU free movement law. The ongoing de Souza
litigation, which tests the legal status of the GFA’s commitment to the people of Northern
Ireland being able to choose whether to identify as a UK or Irish citizen without disadvantage,
may impact on this restriction.113 As for UK citizens resident in Ireland, those from Great
Britain will have to rely on the terms of the Withdrawal Agreement, whereas those from
Northern Ireland are able to assert their right to Irish citizenship.
The UK also confirmed, in agreeing to the Report, that the continuation of the CTA will not
impact on Ireland’s obligations under EU law, including the free movement of persons. If the
UK seeks to impose restrictions on movement of non-Irish EU citizens after Brexit, the Report
amounts to an acknowledgement that Ireland would not be able to match those restrictions
in its immigration controls. In order to restrict freedom of movement by EU nationals through
Ireland into the UK, the UK Government will likely move to institute port and airport
immigration identity checks on travellers from Ireland to Great Britain.
The UK Government has mooted ‘deep’ checks on individuals’ immigration status when a
range of public or private services are accessed (for example, banks, landlords, employers,
social security offices or NHS access points) as a means of negating the need for checks at the
land border in Northern Ireland.114 ‘Hostile-environment’ checks have in some respects been
scaled back since the Windrush scandal (particularly checks on bank accounts), but many
private interactions remain covered by immigration checks. The requirements that a
prospective employee or tenant demonstrate citizenship status to their prospective employer
or landlord remain in full effect.115 The Joint Report therefore clarifies the parameters within
which the CTA can continue to operate, but does nothing to systematise its terms or to
enumerate the rights and obligations enjoyed by individuals who move across its borders. The
flexibility and informality of the CTA means that associated or dependent rights for individuals
are vulnerable to modification through domestic legislation.

Conclusion
The CTA which emerges from this brief history rests on backroom political agreements which
have frequently been under strain. In its Brexit publications the UK Government speaks only
UK Home Office, EU Settlement Scheme - EU Citizens and their Family Members (28 Aug 2018).
UK Home Office, EU Settlement Scheme: Statement of Intent (21 Jun 2018) para 2.6.
113 See L. O’Carroll, ‘Derry woman’s US-born husband free to live in UK, court rules’ The Guardian (12 Feb 2018).
114
HM Government, Northern Ireland and Ireland: Position Paper (2017) para 33, available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/638135/6.3703_DEX
EU_Northern_Ireland_and_Ireland_INTERACTIVE.pdf.
115 Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 (UK), s17 (employment); Immigration Act 2014 (UK), s21 (tenancy).
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of ‘a short period during the Second World War’ in which there was a hiatus in the CTA
arrangements.116 This downplays the volatility in the CTA arrangements and significant breaks
in the reciprocal provision of rights and obligations for each other’s citizens in the laws of the
UK and Ireland.
The roots of the CTA in the 1920s demonstrate a deep reluctance in the century-old history
of Ireland and the UK as independent states to impose a hard border on the island of Ireland.
The respective governments might have baulked at the costs of establishing such a border,
but at a time when new borders were causing extreme dislocation across Europe, the creation
of the CTA provided a seedbed in which cooperative cross-border activity could develop. It is,
however, little more than a facilitating factor in such cooperation. As we shall explain in the
subsequent chapters, the development of areas of cross-border cooperation in recent
decades cannot be directly attributed to the CTA’s slender terms.

Related Arrangements

Core CTA

Summary
The core CTA covers inter-CTA travel and residency for the citizens of all of the
CTA’s constituent parts. In these regards citizens of other parts of the CTA have
been treated as equivalent to ‘home’ citizens in Ireland and the UK since the
modern CTA came into being in 1952.
Beyond the travel and residence elements, other elements of the rights and
obligations of citizens of other parts of the CTA resident in Ireland and the UK
have changed over time, and have not always been equivalent, or close to
equivalent, to ‘home’ citizen rights. Access to work, social security, health care
and education (covered in detail in Chapters 3-6) for individuals from other
parts of the CTA (and their families) have not systematically been treated as
facets of the CTA arrangements since 1952.

HM Government, White Paper: The United Kingdom’s Exit from and New Partnership with the EU (2017) Cm. 9417, p22,
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/theunited-kingdoms-exit-from-and-new-partnership-with-theeuropean-union-white-paper.
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Chapter 3: The CTA and Cross-border Health
and Social Care Provision
Introduction
In the area of health and social care, the broad term ‘CTA and associated rights’ as used in the
Joint Report agreed between the UK and the EU in December 2017117, appears to refer to,
first of all, cooperation between UK and Irish administrations now taking place under Strand
2 of the GFA118; second, unilateral domestic law provisions that affect cross-border health and
social care provision and access in both Ireland and the UK; and, finally, EU laws that enable
and manage the operation of cross-border health and social care provision. None of these
arrangements are directly organized under the legal concept of the CTA; as discussed in Part
1 of this report, with the only legal reference to the CTA found in UK immigration law.
Determining how the Withdrawal Agreement (and Brexit more generally) is going to impact
on cross-border health and social care provision thus first of all requires unpicking which of
these three regimes—cooperation; unilateral domestic law arrangements; and EU law—a
given current practice falls under. The next section offers a sketch of the landscape of crossborder health and social care regulation.
A significant portion of cross-border health and social care cooperation between Ireland and
Northern Ireland takes place outside of any formal legal strictures, and is instead organised
via service level agreements (SLAs) or memorandums of understanding (MoUs) between
health organisations in Ireland and Northern Ireland.119 A lot of the work on cross-border
health care in particular has taken place under the ambit of Co-Operation and Working
Together (CAWT), a body established in 1992 to liaise between health boards in the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland, with a particular focus on the ‘border corridor’ population.120
A variety of CAWT’s initiatives have benefitted from EU funding, while others have been
(whether originally or following an EU-funded pilot) funded by the Irish or UK/Northern Irish
governments. As explained by a study conducted in 2000 by the Centre for Cross Border
Studies:
The Co-operation and Working Together (CAWT) organisation was initiated in 1992
when the North East Health Board (NEHB) and North West Health Board (NWHB)
from the Republic of Ireland and the Western Health and Social Services Board
(WHSSB) and Southern Health and Social Services Board (SHSSB) from Northern
Ireland signed the Ballyconnell Agreement committing them to co-operation to
improve the health and social well-being of their resident populations. The four CAWT
Boards embrace the whole of the land boundary between the Republic of Ireland and

Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 54.
GFA (n45).
119 Lords EU Committee, Brexit: Reciprocal Healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) Q86.
120 Ibid, Q85.
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Northern Ireland, serve a population of over one million people and account for 25%
of the total land area of the island of Ireland.121
While pre-dating the GFA, CAWT’s activities fall within the north-south co-operation efforts
that found a legal basis in that agreement. Cross-border health and social care now operate
under the oversight of the North-South Ministerial Council, with CAWT’s activities running
independently of the Council but having an audience there so as to facilitate cross-border
initiatives.122
As an example of its activities, evidence provided to the Lords EU Committee proves helpful.
CAWT has facilitated the creation of cross-border provision in health care in fields as wideranging as ambulance care, ENT out-patient treatment, cardiac care, cancer treatment,
mental health provision, and treatment for eating disorders.123 The evidence provided by
CAWT highlights two facets of cross-border health and social care cooperation in practice in
particular:
•
•

Provision of such cooperative services is significantly, though not exclusively,
dependent on EU regional/structural funding.
While none of the cooperation activities themselves have a legal basis in EU law, what
makes both the delivery of and access to cross-border health care services possible at
this time is heavily dependent on the EU regulatory regime on mutual recognition of
qualifications and freedom of movement (of services, goods and persons).124

Domestic Rules
Access/Provision

affecting

Cross-Border

Health

and

Social

Care

The legal rules that make it possible for Irish nationals to access health and social care in
Northern Ireland, and for UK nationals to access health and social care in Ireland, come from
two distinct but overlapping sources of law.
The first of these sources is the domestic arrangements that ensure that Irish nationals are
‘not foreign’ in the UK, and that UK nationals are not subject to immigration law in Ireland,
which form the foundation of the CTA.125 While neither set of rules are directly relevant to
cross-border health care, what they do is subject Irish nationals in the UK and UK nationals in
Ireland to identical rules as nationals of either country while living in that country; as a
consequence, Irish nationals resident in the UK and UK nationals resident in Ireland find

Centre for Cross Border Studies, ‘Concept to Realisation – an Evaluation of CAWT’ (2000), Executive Summary, available
at: http://www.cawt.com/download/doc_library/corporate/ConceptRealisation.pdf.
122 Ibid, Chapter 2.
123 Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107), Q85-Q93.
124 See also Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107), para 100: ‘Professor Martin McKee noted
that ‘many of the [reciprocal healthcare arrangements between the UK and the Republic of Ireland] take place on a purely
bilateral basis, although they are underpinned, ultimately, by European Union law’.
125 See Chapter 1 and 2, covering the Ireland Act 1949 (UK), s2; British Nationality Act 1981 (UK), s50(1); and the Immigration
Act 1971 (UK), s 1(3). Question marks remain over whether these domestic provisions accurately capture the status of Irish
nationals in terms used in modern legislation (eg, ‘aliens’ vs ‘foreigners’ have become unused terms). See Lords EU
Committee Brexit: UK-Irish Relations (2016-17) HL 76 written evidence of Professor Bernard Ryan (BUI0008).
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themselves accessing healthcare services in either country as if they were nationals of (or ‘not
foreigners to’) that country.126
The key term is ‘residence’, however, which is the main determinant for free access to both
the NHS and the Irish public health services. Rights held by UK and Irish nationals in parts of
the CTA in which they are not nationals cannot be described as ‘cross-border’ rights. As such,
Brexit will not directly impact on these rights as they stem from CTA related immigration
definitions contained in national law on access to healthcare.
Similarly, as discussed below in chapter 4, the CTA immigration regime enables all Irish and
UK nationals to ‘work’ in each other’s jurisdictions without specific visa permission. However,
this is again a very general entitlement, and of limited help to the medical profession in
particular.127 The right to ‘work’ is not equivalent to the ‘right to practice medicine’, and the
rules that coordinate mutual recognition of qualifications do not, at this time, originate in
domestic law but rather in EU law, as will be seen below.128
As for accessing healthcare services as an Irish national visiting the UK or a UK national visiting
Ireland, the relevant rules here have once more been occupied to a significant extent by EU
law. As the CTA means that persons of either nationality are not under immigration rules in
any CTA jurisdiction, this means that they can in principle access a service in that jurisdiction.
However, the actual mechanisms by which healthcare services are accessed, and in particular,
who determines who pays for visitor healthcare, are laid down in EU law, as we will consider
below.
As such, what the CTA and related domestic legislation actually guarantee regarding health
and social care is only that those Irish nationals who are resident in the UK, and those UK
nationals who are resident in Ireland, can access the local public health services in the same
way that all resident UK and Irish nationals (respectively) can. The relevant rules on
immigration do not specify what the conditions for access are, which is a purely domestic
policy decision in both countries, and can in reality change at any moment in time, should the
Irish or UK/Northern Irish legislatures wish it to.
The services provided under the CAWT’s oversight across border corridor operate because of
these types of domestic policy decisions. For now, health authorities have agreed that crossborder care will be delivered to those resident in the opposite jurisdiction under specific
schemes, but that does not make for a ‘right’ to cross-border healthcare access in the same
way that EU law establishes a ‘right’ to a European Health Insurance Card. CAWT’s initiatives
are not underpinned by binding bilateral or domestic commitments beyond the general
commitment to cooperation under Strand 2 of the GFA, which does not amount to an
enforceable ‘right’ to cross-border health or social care.

See, for example, Citizens’ Information, ‘Residence Rights of UK citizens’, available at:
http://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/moving_country/moving_to_ireland/rights_of_residence_in_ireland/residence_rule
s_UK_citizens.html, which specifies that as UK nationals are not subject to the Aliens Act 1935 or any orders made under it
(such as the Aliens (Exemption) Order 1999); ‘UK citizens who are resident in Ireland are entitled to health services in the
same way as Irish citizens who are resident’.
127 Ibid. ‘… a UK citizen does not need a visa, any form of residence permit or employment permit in Ireland’.
128 Unlike in education where mutual recognition of qualifications for teachers is directly mentioned in Strand 2 of the GFA,
health is restricted to ‘accident and emergency services and other related cross border issues’ as an area for cross-border
co-operation and implementation.
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EU Regimes affecting Cross-Border Health and Social Care Access/Provision
As already alluded to, many aspects of cross-border (rather than ‘resident’) health and social
care access and provision are currently underpinned by EU rules. These can be split into three
broad categories:
•
•
•

Patient Rights
Provider Rights
Regulation and Movement of Goods

More generally, cross-border health and social care between Ireland and Northern Ireland are
also highly dependent on EU funding streams for the last 20 years.
Patient Rights: Accessing Healthcare Abroad
The EU has legislated since 1958 to ensure that EU nationals who move to a Member State
other than their state of nationality have an entitlement to access healthcare in their new
Member State of residence, usually at the cost of their ‘home’ healthcare system. Such
rights—commonly called ‘reciprocal healthcare rights’—operate in tandem with other EUlevel social security regulation. They currently manifest in the following ways:
•

•

•

Any EU citizen holding a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) can, while visiting
another Member State, access emergency health services at no cost there; the cost of
healthcare received is refunded by their home Member State via the EHIC system.129
EU citizens who retire in a Member State other than their home Member State have
an entitlement to receive healthcare in their state of retirement at the expense of the
Member State paying their pension or benefits under the so-called S1 system, set out
in Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009.130
EU citizens who receive approval from their home Member State to pursue medical
treatment in a different Member State (so as to shorten waiting times, for instance)
can do so at the cost of their home Member State healthcare system under the socalled S2 system.131 Arrangements covering cross-border care received without preapproval are now set out in Directive 2011/24.132

As set up by Decision 2003/751/EC: Decision No 189 of 18 June 2003 aimed at introducing a European health insurance
card to replace the forms necessary for the application of Council Regulations (EEC) No 1408/71 and (EEC) No 574/72 as
regards access to health care during a temporary stay in a Member State other than the competent State or the State of
residence (2003) OJ L276/1 and Decision 2003/752/EC: Decision No 190 of 18 June 2003 concerning the technical
specifications of the European health insurance card (2003) OJ L276/4.
130 Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 of the European Parliament and of the council of 29 April 2004 on the coordination of social
security systems (2004) OJ L200/1 and Regulation 987/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September
2009 laying down the procedure for implementing Regulation 883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems (2009)
OJ L284/1.
131 Also administered under Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009.
132 Directive 2011/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 March 2011 on the application of patients’ rights
in cross-border healthcare (2011) OJ L88/45.
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These reciprocal healthcare systems are coordinated and administered at the EU level.133
Evidence given to the House of Lords makes clear that while the scale of S1 care is difficult to
identify in the CTA because the relevant Irish and UK healthcare systems are residency-based
and so there is no technical need to for those entitled to S1 healthcare to register that
entitlement in the country of residence134, S2 care does take place in the cross-border
context, with an Irish health authority approving treatment in Northern Ireland or vice-versa.
However, Damien McCallion, Director-General of CAWT, stresses that ‘there are probably as
many people availing themselves of directly agreed services as there are in terms of’
reciprocal EU rights.135 By directly agreed services, he refers to the cross-border healthcare
projects organised by CAWT under MoUs or SLAs. As discussed above, these are concluded
between health authorities in Ireland and Northern Ireland without particular reference to
the explicit EU reimbursement frameworks set up under the S1, S2, EHIC and Patients’ Rights
Directive systems.
As such, both EU and domestic law are relevant in assessing current access to healthcare
provision. For non-resident access the EU facility is particularly important but also critical is
the nature of the funding provided to cover healthcare access.
Provider Rights: Providing Health and Social Care across a Border
The border corridor is composed of many remote areas, where specialist services are
uneconomical to provide; but the ability to provide those services across borders makes them
sustainable. Bernie McCrory of CAWT gave evidence to the Lords EU Committee that
demonstrated that a number of CAWT initiatives are dependent on the ability of medical
professionals from one jurisdiction (eg. Ireland) to work in the other jurisdiction (eg. Northern
Ireland):
There was a very robust ENT service in the Southern Trust in Northern Ireland where
we had four ENT surgeons working on a rota. [EU funding] allowed us to employ two
more ENT surgeons. The surgeons rotated into the south of Ireland, into Monaghan,
where they did out-patient and day-case work.136
What makes projects such as the CAWT ENT project feasible is mutual recognition of
qualifications. While the Northern Ireland and Ireland health services are distinct in many
ways, an overarching EU system of mutual recognition of qualifications enables doctors
qualified in one jurisdiction to practice medicine in the other jurisdiction with ease. Directive
2005/36/EC creates an EU-wide automatic recognition of medical professionals’ qualifications
from other Member States, as EU law has harmonised the relevant training conditions for
those professionals, and so ‘registering’ to practice in a different EU jurisdiction is a matter of
simply providing evidence of the original training.137 The UK and Ireland could adopt
By the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security, which is composed of a government
representative from each EU country and a representative from the European Commission, and established under Articles
71-72 of Regulation 883/2004.
134 See Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107), written evidence of the Department of Health
(BRH0021), p25: ‘The UK does not exchange S1 forms with Ireland so these figures do not include UK/Irish insured
individuals.’
135 Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) Q87.
136 Ibid, Q86.
137 For more information, see European Commission, ‘Recognition of professional qualifications in practice’, available at:
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/services/free-movement-professionals/qualifications-recognition_en.
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legislation recognizing each other’s medical qualifications post-Brexit if necessary, but this is
a distinct step that would need to be taken. The CTA and related arrangements as they
currently exist would not assist in this area.
Regulation and Movement of Goods
A significant aspect of cross-border health and social care provision relates to the practical
matter of ensuring that the health and social care ‘products’ and related services can actually
cross the border. The CTA, as explained, facilitates the movement of Irish and UK national
patients in the literal sense, in that they are not subject to immigration rules; but the
movement of medical products more broadly is not addressed by the CTA.
Instead, EU law has harmonised many of the laws regulating medicines, medical devices, and
even substances of human origin (such as blood and organs for transplant) across the EU; and
where these rules are not harmonised, the EU’s Single Market is underpinned by a broad
mutual recognition system with only scope for limited exceptions.138 As a consequence of this
combination of harmonised rules and mutually recognized rules, medical goods and related
services flow freely across borders in all EU countries.

Funding
EU funding has been described by the Director-General of CAWT as ‘invaluable in terms of
trying to stimulate and encourage cooperation’.139Others describe significant concerns that
economic challenges could lead to reduced support for cross-border activities;
When we were going through the financial crisis… [we saw that] support for crossborder activities was one of the first areas of activity to be struck. It is seen as a luxury.
So if Brexit is going to not only result in the loss of common mechanisms, but also a
have negative economic impact, cross-border mechanisms will fall away first and
foremost. … if it wasn’t for EU structural funds most cross-border stuff would not
happen. But there’s no consideration of that in the [UK Shared Prosperity Fund
proposals]. That’s supposed to address regional problems, but only in the UK.
Legislation coming out of Westminster does not prioritise cross-border cooperation
taking place. Westminster has the tendency to forget about the border.140
CAWT has particularly benefitted from INTERREG funding. INTERREG is a European
Commission-established regional development funding stream that has, since its inception in
1991, supported cross-border cooperation and economic development in Ireland and

Examples
are
the
forthcoming
Medical
Devices
Directives
(as
discussed
here:
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/medical-devices/regulatory-framework_en); the legal framework governing medicinal
products for human use in the EU (as explained in brief here: https://ec.europa.eu/health/human-use/legal-framework_en);
and the so-called EU Tissue and Cells Directives (EUTCD) and EU Organ Donation Directives (EUODD) (as discussed here:
https://www.hta.gov.uk/guidance-professionals/hta-legislation). On the EU’s mutual recognition framework, see Regulation
764/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 July 2008 laying down procedures relating to the application
of certain national technical rules to products lawfully marketed in another Member State and repealing Decision No
3052/95/EC (2008) OJ L218/21, recital 3.
139 Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) Q90.
140 Anthony Soares (Centre of Cross-Border Studies), telephone conversation on 31 August 2018.
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Northern Ireland. As of INTERREG III, the programme has targeted cross-border healthcare as
a ‘priority area’ for funding.141
An example of an INTERREG III funded project relates to out-of-hours GP access, where CAWT
found that ‘approximately 70,000 people across the length of the border are closer to ‘outof-hours’ GP services in the opposite jurisdiction’.142 A pilot to examine cross-border access
to out-of-hours GPs has since become a permanent feature for these patients.
A larger-scale example of EU funded cross-border healthcare is the INTERREG IV-funded Acute
Hospital Services project, which delivered cross-border services in ENT, Urology, Vascular and
Ophthalmology specialisms, treating over 17,000 individuals in the border corridor.143
A follow-up Acute Hospital Services has been applied for and offered under INTERREG V,
covering a further 13,000 patients. CAWT has indicated that approximately 80% of the
projects funded by INTERREG IV have since been mainstreamed by Northern Irish and Ireland
health services144, but that the EU funding is ‘useful to pump-prime new projects’ and that a
lack of INTERREG funding would ‘certainly inhibit any new planning’.145

Access to Cross-Border Health and Social Care under the Withdrawal
Agreement
As this overview demonstrates, the majority of provision and access to cross-border health
and social care is regulated by current EU regimes; and even when organised as ‘directly
agreed’ services between health authorities, cross-border health and social care delivery is
underpinned by Single Market rules that make it possible in practical terms.
The draft Withdrawal Agreement, underpinned by the December 2017 Joint Report agreed
by the UK and the EU, confirms that it intends to maintain the CTA; maintain cooperation in
healthcare across the Northern Ireland and Ireland border, as mandated by the Good Friday
Agreement’s Strand 2; and will preserve the EU citizenship of Irish nationals resident in
Northern Ireland.146 However, the above analysis reveals that these do not make up the legal
regime that actually supports cross-border health and social care between Ireland and
Northern Ireland. For different categories of national living and working in Ireland and
Northern Ireland, then, Brexit may have different effects on their ability to access or provide
cross-border health and social care, even with the intended retention of the CTA, the Good
Friday Agreement, and of EU citizenship for Irish nationals in Northern Ireland.
For Irish Nationals in the UK/Northern Ireland, and UK Nationals in Ireland
Preservation of the CTA’s ‘related arrangements’ means that under the domestic law of both
the UK and Ireland, Irish nationals resident in the UK can access the UK NHS in the same
manner as UK national residents do, and UK nationals resident in Ireland can access the Irish
Centre for Cross Border Studies (n 121).
As described in Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) written evidence of CAWT
(BRH0026).
143 Ibid.
144 Ibid.
145 Lords EU Committee, Brexit: UK-Irish Relations (HL 2016-2017, 76) Q68.
146 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1).
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health service in the same manner as Irish national residents do.147 This is unchanged by
Brexit, though it bears stressing that it is not guaranteed by the Withdrawal Agreement or the
GFA.148
In terms of the ability of either UK or Irish nationals to access cross-border health care, there
are two separate regimes and both are affected by Brexit. First, there are ‘directly agreed’
healthcare services, organised by health authorities on either side of the border, accessible
to those living in catchment areas near the border. The lack of immigration rules within the
CTA make it possible for patients from one jurisdiction to access another jurisdiction for
treatment in a literal sense. However, how their treatment will be paid for is likely to be
affected.
While some cross-border care is currently funded by Irish and UK health authorities alone, a
significant portion is made feasible by EU funding programmes. Without that EU funding, new
policy choices on funding would need to be made in both Ireland and the UK to continue to
fund healthcare for ‘non-residents’ using domestic resources. Without continued EU funding,
the services in question may either no longer prove tenable, or may need to be privately paid
for by patients instead.
It is possible for Ireland and Northern Ireland to institute specific agreements to permit
residents of one jurisdiction to access treatment in another jurisdiction free of charge.
Abortion services is one particularly notable area where this could occur; allowing women
resident in Northern Ireland to access services in the Republic.149 Brexit would not affect such
agreements, bar the general effect that the possible introduction of a border might have on
the feasibility of accessing such services.
Furthermore, the Withdrawal Agreement does not guarantee the continuance of the EU
‘patients’ rights’ systems (EHIC, S1, S2 and the Directive) post-Brexit, meaning that these
avenues providing access to and funding for reciprocal healthcare may simply not exist
anymore. They will be subject to negotiations following the UK’s exit.
Funding shortages aside, provision of cross-border healthcare services will also be affected by
Brexit if mutual recognition of qualifications and a soft border are not guaranteed. While both
of these are indicated as priorities for, respectively, the future relationship negotiations and
Entitlement to the NHS (whether in England, Northern Ireland, Wales or Scotland) free of charge is grounded in the
concept of ‘ordinary residence’, and under the CTA rules, Irish nationals who are ordinarily resident in any part of the UK will
qualify for such free treatment in the relevant part of the UK. See the National Health Service Act 2006 (UK), s 175 for England
and Wales; the Health and Personal Social Services (Northern Ireland) Order 1972 (UK), Article 98; National Health Service
(Scotland) Act 1978 (UK), s 98. Note that ordinary residence in one country of the UK does not necessarily enable free
treatment in another country in the UK.
148 Entitlement of UK nationals resident in the Republic of Ireland to the Irish (public) health care system stems from the fact
that they are not subject to the Aliens (Exemption) Order 1999 (SI 97/1999) (Ireland); they are consequently subject to Irish
law in the same way as Irish nationals who are resident in Ireland are, while resident in Ireland. The rules on access to public
health care services in Ireland are set out in the Health Act 1970 (Ireland).
149 Simon Harris TD stated that ‘I intend to ensure women from Northern Ireland can access such services in the Republic,
just like they can access other health services here’. (Seanín Graham, ‘Landmark move to allow Northern Ireland women
access to abortion services in Republic confirmed’ (The Irish News, 9 August 2018), available at:
https://www.irishnews.com/news/northernirelandnews/2018/08/09/news/landmark-move-to-allow-northern-irelandwomen-access-to-abortion-services-in-republic-confirmed-1403217/. The draft Health (Regulation of Termination of
Pregnancy) Bill 2018 (Ireland), s25(d), however suggests that pregnant persons not resident in the Irish State will need to pay
to access abortion services.
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the Withdrawal Agreement negotiations, they are not guaranteed at this time. Similarly, the
UK’s ability to potentially diverge from EU-level regulations may make the provision of many
healthcare services significantly more complicated. Two examples demonstrate this.
Consider CAWT’s establishment of cross-border emergency services. Bernie McCrory explains
that prior to a CAWT MoU on ambulance care, in the past ‘ambulances would drive up from
one side of the border, the ambulance on the other side of the border would meet them, and
the patient would transfer.’150 However, that MoU is dependent on a ‘soft’ border; a hard
border may ‘certainly impede lifesaving treatment and perhaps preclude it from
happening’.151 Continued free trade (or movement of goods generally) is consequently of
overarching importance to cross-border healthcare cooperation in a very broad sense.
Regarding the cross-border movement of medical products, Anthony Soares of the Centre for
Cross-Border Studies stresses that of key importance here is ‘the avoidance of divergence in
terms of relevant policies, regulations and standards.’152 Evidence provided to the Health and
Social Care Committee for its Brexit: medicines, medical devices and substances of human
origin inquiry makes clear that ‘leaving the European Union poses significant risks to the
supply of key products to the UK’s National Health Services’, such as medicines, medical
implants and human tissue and organs.153 The Committee’s findings make clear that it ‘heard
a consistent and repeated message during [the] inquiry that to minimise the risks to all stages
of the development and timely supply of medicines and devices, the Government should seek
the closest possible regulatory alignment with the EU’.154 Such alignment should be longterm: witnesses stressed that even the potential of a divergence in standards or protocols
regarding medicine, medical products and medical ‘processes’ in the future is very likely to
cause significant problems in terms of supplying health services across the UK, including
within Northern Ireland and across the Northern Ireland-Ireland border.155
A final overarching concern is recruitment of staff, even beyond recognition of qualifications.
If the health authorities near the border suffer an EU national recruitment crisis post-Brexit
(whether because of future UK immigration rules deterring EU applicants for posts, or them
simply no longer qualifying for immigration), this will make the sustainability of cross-border
healthcare projects significantly more difficult, just as it will make providing health services
within Northern Ireland more difficult.
For non-UK and non-Irish EU Nationals
So-called EU ‘frontier’ workers of neither UK nor Irish nationalities currently benefit from all
cross-border healthcare regulations that originate in EU law, on account of exercising their
EU free movement rights. They consequently, on terms identical to Irish or UK workers in
comparable positions, are able to exercise EHIC/S1/S2/Patients Right’s Directive rights to
Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) Q86.
Lords EU Committee, Brexit: reciprocal healthcare (HL 2017-2019, 107) Q90.
152 Ibid Q90.
153 Health and Social Care Committee, Brexit – medicines, medical devices and substances of human origin (HC 2017-19, 392)
written evidence of the Nuffield Trust (BRX0075).
154 Health and Social Care Committee, Brexit – medicines, medical devices and substances of human origin (HC 2017-19, 392),
p4.
155 Health and Social Care Committee, Brexit – medicines, medical devices and substances of human origin (HC 2017-19, 392)
Q57, Q93.
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access healthcare in the opposite jurisdiction. The ‘directly agreed’ arrangements overseen
by CAWT are not nationality-restricted in any way: Anthony Soares confirmed that the
qualifying criterion at the moment is residence in the border corridor for coverage purposes,
rather than nationality.156
The consequences of Brexit on the ability of these EU nationals to access cross-border health
care are difficult to predict; they are dependent on what replaces the EU free movement
regime that currently binds the UK as a Member State. The CTA does not cover non-Irish EU
nationals right to move, work or access services. As it stands, the Withdrawal Agreement, will
cover EU nationals’ residence rights in Northern Ireland under its ‘citizens’ rights’ provisions
in Part 2. This will preserve their rights in Northern Ireland including if they are in receipt of
S1-covered health care. Nonetheless it will not per se cover cross-border rights, which will
become linked to the exercise of ‘frontier worker’ status at the time the UK leaves the EU.
Whether EU nationals moving to Northern Ireland at any point post-transition would continue
to be covered by EHIC/S1/S2 or equivalent, and whether they would be able to continue to
provide healthcare services in Northern Ireland, is contingent on the negotiations relating to
the future UK-EU relationship or a unilateral decision by the UK to provide cross-border
healthcare. Conversely, their ability to access cross-border health and social care services that
are directly provided now is entirely contingent on domestic policy choices, as it will be in
future if they remain resident near the border.
The more general observations regarding movement of goods, absence of funding, staffing
problems, and a ‘hard’ border in the event of Brexit, of course, also apply to other EU nationals
and will affect their ability to access any cross-border health and social care services, purely
in the sense that it will affect the sustainability of those services.
For Third Country Nationals
Third country nationals do not benefit from any of the EU regulations organizing cross-border
healthcare entitlement, such as EHIC/S1/S2 and the Patients’ Rights Directive now. This is
unaffected by Brexit. As to whether they benefit from directly agreed services, this is again
dependent on domestic policy choices, here expressed in the functioning of the MoUs and
SLAs agreed between the relevant health authorities. If these continue to operate on a
residency basis, non-EU nationals will continue to be able benefit from them provided their
immigration status grants them access to healthcare services in either jurisdiction; regardless,
Brexit would not make a direct difference to their situation.
The more general observations regarding movement of goods, absence of funding, staffing
problems, and a ‘hard’ border in the event of Brexit, of course, also apply to non-EU nationals
and will affect their ability to access any cross-border health and social care services, purely
in the sense that it will affect the sustainability of those services.

Conclusion
The above analysis suggests that the majority of entitlements relating to access to and
provision of cross-border health and social care are not preserved by the commitments made
in the Joint Report. Either those rights are underpinned by EU regimes that are not covered
156

Anthony Soares (Centre of Cross-Border Studies), telephone conversation on 31 August 2018.
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by the Protocol on Ireland and Northern Ireland, and would need to be replaced by similar
commitments regarding the future UK-EU relationship; or the ‘rights’ stem from a
commitment to cooperation outside of EU law, but which nonetheless requires the EU rules
that make up the Single Market and/or EU-level funding such as via the INTERREG stream in
order to be sustainable.
This is not to say that the current level of cooperation in cross-border health care cannot be
maintained; rather, the continuance of the cooperation will become dependent on domestic
policy choices, and should ideally be guaranteed through a bilateral framework covering the
UK and Ireland specifically, so as to underpin the existing commitments to health care
cooperation under the GFA.
Such policy choices will in particular have to be made regarding:
•

•

•

•

Reciprocal healthcare for UK and Irish nationals: if healthcare is to remain reciprocal,
policy makers must replace the existing EU S1/S2/EHIC schemes and cover an ability
to ‘reclaim’ costs of receiving healthcare in the opposite jurisdiction, or to guarantee
payment by the home jurisdiction via a pre-application process; as well as an ability to
access emergency care as a ‘visitor’ while not resident. This requires coordination
between the UK and Irish health and social security services, and is thus best pursued
through a bilateral agreement if not through a replacement EU framework.
Mutual recognition of qualifications. This can be done on a unilateral basis via
domestic law, or guaranteed via a bilateral agreement if not through a replacement
EU framework.
Free movement of medical products/’soft border’ requirements. This could be
guaranteed via a unilateral commitment for the UK to ‘align’ to the EU standards
adopted in Ireland; alternatives of ‘mutual recognition’ of standards have been
categorically rejected by the EU to date.
Funding for cross-border health and social care projects. Without an overarching EU
agreement that will continue INTERREG funding, alternative domestic streams to
support cross-border health and social care initiatives specifically will be necessary to
prevent such initiatives from diminishing in size or frequency. Such funding could be
guaranteed via a unilateral commitment made by the UK and Irish governments, but
would be more stable if underpinned by a bilateral commitment.

The importance of funding in terms of future policy cannot be overstated. Current
governmental proposals (the UK Shared Prosperity Fund157) to replace EU structural funds are
not, as currently formulated, a guarantee to continued cross-border health and social care
cooperation.

Local Government Association, Beyond Brexit: future of funding currently sourced from the EU, available at:
https://www.local.gov.uk/topics/european-and-international/beyond-brexit-future-funding-currently-sourced-eu.
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In EU Law

In domestic legislation

In the CTA

Summary

Nothing specific relating to health and social care.

Once resident in Ireland, UK nationals can access Irish public health services in
Ireland on the same conditions that Irish nationals resident in Ireland can, via
the Health Act 1970.
Once resident in the UK, Irish nationals can access UK public health services (eg
the NHS) on the same conditions that UK nationals resident in the UK can, via
the domestic laws governing NHS entitlement in Northern Ireland, Scotland
and England and Wales.
Various reciprocal healthcare arrangements: treatment for UK nationals in
Ireland but at the expense of the UK NHS, as well as treatment for Irish
nationals in the UK but at the expense of the Irish Health Service Executive, is
underpinned by EU mechanisms known as the EHIC (for short-term visitors, via
Decision 2003/751/EC) and the S1/S2 schemes (covering pensioners and preapproved treatment, set out in Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009 and
Regulation 2011/24).
Mutual recognition of qualifications: Directive 2005/36/EC creates an EU-wide
automatic recognition of medical professionals’ qualifications from other
Member States.
Regulations applying to goods, and the movement of (medical) goods across
borders: regulations applying to goods have either been harmonised by the EU
or require mutual recognition under the principles established by the CJEU.
Membership of the Single Market requires adoption of these two strands of
rules, which means that goods can pass across borders without checks.

In policy

Funding: the EU’s INTERREG funding stream in particular underpins a
substantial volume of cross-border healthcare initiatives in Northern Ireland
and Ireland.
Other reciprocal healthcare arrangements: while EU law covers aspects of
reimbursing treatment costs for patients, the actual organisation of crossborder health and social care initiatives between Ireland and Northern
Ireland has largely taken place through memorandums of understanding
or service-level agreements between health authorities in each
jurisdiction. These are not formally rooted in domestic or EU law.
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Chapter 4: The CTA and Employment
Protections
Introduction
Concerns have been expressed by many about the effects that Brexit might have on their
working life, and whether the CTA will afford any protections. There are a range of economic
consequences which will depend on the post-Brexit relationship between the UK and EU.
These could clearly affect employment opportunities. Put simply, if it is legally possible to
work across the border, if jobs are not available then such a possibility is illusory. Below the
effects of the CTA on employment protections are discussed. Addressed first is the right to
take employment under the CTA and the limitations to that right, before sections on rights
while in work are addressed, fall-back protections, and the rights of self-employed and
frontier workers.

Basic Rights to Work Under the CTA
The CTA is said by both the UK and Irish governments to include a right to work.158 However,
since EU law has protected the rights of all EU nationals to work within the EU, much of the
rules and guidance have relied on these provisions and not maintained a separate CTA right
for Irish or UK nationals. As a practical matter, this policy guidance would need updated as a
matter of urgency in the aftermath of the UK’s exit from the EU. Despite its absence from
guidance, the rights to work of UK and Irish citizens are still visible on the statute book.159
In the UK, Irish nationals are exempted from immigration requirements (though they may still
be subjected to checks160 and some Irish nationals can be excluded from the UK161). This
protects the freedom of movement of Irish citizens within the UK and Crown Dependencies.
Additional provisions of UK law exempt Irish nationals from the usual (stringent) restrictions
on foreign nationals working in the UK.162 The same law notes unambiguously that the Home
Secretary can exclude Ireland from the Common Travel Area using a statutory instrument to
the extent that s/he sees necessary.163
Irish law accords comparable protections to UK workers in a similar manner (though the Irish
provisions are less qualified). Irish immigration law is applied only to ‘non-nationals’ or
‘aliens’164 and a statutory instrument excludes all UK nationals from these categories.165
Again, in parallel with the UK, the Irish Government can revoke this categorisation of UK
nationals and apply full Irish immigration law to them.

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘Brexit and You’, available at: https://www.dfa.ie/brexit/faqs/common-travelarea/;
Home
Office,
‘Travelling
within
the
Common
Travel
Area’
(2018),
available
at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/travelling-in-the-common-travel-area-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/travellingwithin-the-common-travel-area-and-the-associated-rights-of-british-and-irish-citizens-if-there-is-no-brexit-deal.
159 For more see Chapter 1.
160 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), sch. 2, s2 and s4.
161 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s 9; Immigration (Control of entry through Republic of Ireland) Order 1972 (UK), Article 3.
162 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s1(3) read with s24B.
163 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s9(6)
164 Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s1(1).
165 Aliens Act 1935 (Ireland), s10; Aliens (Exemption) Order 1999, S.I. No. 97/1999 (Ireland).
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These exemptions from UK and Irish immigration law are only accorded to UK and Irish
nationals and not to the nationals of other countries. In the context of EU membership, EU
law has separately provided EU nationals with the right to work in the UK and Ireland. This
will, of course, continue in Ireland. In the UK, however, rights to work could be more limited.
While the draft Withdrawal Agreement provides those EU nationals already in employment
at the end of the transition period will continue to have rights in the UK, a change in
employment could result in some individuals (but not some longer-term UK-residents) losing
their EU law protections. The UK Government has nonetheless pledged to protect the rights
of those EU workers already in the UK as a matter of domestic law. None of this, however, is
connected to the CTA.
Under UK law, while the CTA entails a degree of travel flexibility for non-UK/Irish citizens, it
does not afford any rights to work. On the right to enter and be present in the UK, because
the CTA entails a reduced level of checking at its various borders, there are frequently people
who enter the UK without being checked by UK border guards. Certain categories of these
people are given what is termed ‘Deemed Leave’, which recognises that they have not had
their passport stamped on entry to the UK, but equally are not responsible for this fact as they
did not encounter a border guard on their entry to the UK.166 For example, a US citizen who
arrives in Dublin and travels directly to Portadown will be in the UK under ‘Deemed Leave’.167
This person, despite being covered by the CTA, is expressly not permitted to work.168 ‘Deemed
Leave’ restrictions on people entering the UK via the CTA do not currently apply to Irish
citizens, EU nationals, or those entitled to live in the UK.169

CTA Limitations
It is evident, therefore, that CTA protections for workers are deficient in three main respects.
Firstly, they are in the unilateral gift of each government; secondly, that they do not protect
all workers in the UK and Ireland; and thirdly, they do not provide practical guarantees of a
functioning labour market.
While workers, whether in the UK or Ireland, have recently enjoyed similar rights to one
another, this has not always been the case. There is a long history of British and Irish
exemptions being applied or being attempted to workers from the other jurisdiction. Meehan
tracks favourable provisions applied to ‘natural born British subjects’ and to ‘graduates of
British universities’, and protectionist moves against those not ordinarily resident in Northern
Ireland, discrimination against Irish workers, and the restriction of some jobs to those of a
certain nationality or who passed an Irish language test.170
This history demonstrates that neither countries are immune from or uniformly bound to
provide the right to work for each other’s nationals without any limitations or qualifications.
As seen in the previous section, the revocation or modification of workers’ rights can be

Home
Office,
‘Common
Travel
Area
(Modernised
Guidance)’
(2018)
p34,
available
at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/727577/commontravel-area-v1.0.PDF.
167 This usually lasts 3 months; Home Office (n166) p44.
168 Home Office (n166), p35.
169 Home Office (n166), p34. See also The Immigration (Control of Entry Through Republic of Ireland) Order 1972 (UK) which
details many of these points in law (especially s4) and British Nationality Act 1981 (UK) s50A.
170 E. Meehan, ‘Borders And Employment: Opportunities And Barriers’ (Mapping Frontiers, Plotting Pathways Working Paper
15, 2006).
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carried out under the domestic law of both jurisdictions through a simple act of a minister.
Therefore, while it is a positive that these exemptions in domestic law exists and have a legal
basis, these rights are in a somewhat fragile position since they may be easily removed or
modified.
The second limitation of workers’ rights under the CTA is that they are not available to all. The
largest group excluded from these rights are non-UK, non-Irish nationals. This will largely
affect non-Irish, EU workers arriving in the UK after the end of the transition period. The ability
to, and conditions of, work for this group following the transition period will be subject to
negotiations and UK domestic law, such as the long-awaited proposal for a new UK
immigration law following Brexit.
Another, more marginal group, can be excluded by the UK from CTA and work entitlements.
Those whose exclusion is deemed by the UK Home Secretary to be against the public good
can be stopped when they attempt to enter the UK and sent back to Ireland.171 This
assessment of the public good is restricted to national security grounds but is also
accompanied by another provision of UK law which allows for a more general assessment of
the public good and the exclusion of Irish citizens on that ground.172 It is likely that these
individual directions of the Secretary of State will remain rare, but this is in the realm of
his/her policy on the matter.
Thirdly, even with the rights associated with the CTA still operational, there is no guarantee
that jobs will be available or practically viable. For example, a proposal mooted by the
Migration Advisory Committee for more restrictive Canada-style checks on EEA workers, does
not properly take into account the practical disincentives to cross-border working that this
would create.173 Changes (positive or negative) to the labour market which might occur as a
result of Brexit could require individuals to re-train; an issue that has not been practically
dealt with yet. Practical concerns relating to a hardened border and work have also been
articulated, including concerns that any delay at the border could effectively prevent crossborder living;
Even the time factor in all of that, particularly for women in part-time work, is it even
feasible? … The delays and all that…How viable is it if I have children to leave to school
and pick up again?174

Rights in Work
While there is a degree of protection within domestic law for Irish/UK citizens’ right to access
work, their conditions of work are a different matter. Maternity and paternity rights, rules on
redundancy and dismissal, conditions and safety at work (including working time), leave
entitlements, and protections for part-time and agency workers have all been influenced and

Immigration Act 1971 (UK), s9(4)(a).
Immigration (Control of Entry through Republic of Ireland) Order 1972 (UK), Article 3(1)(b)(iv).
173
Migration Advisory Committee, ‘Impact of International Students in the UK’ (2018), available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739089/Impact_intl_
students_report_published_v1.1.pdf.
174 In conversation with Louise Coyle, Policy Officer at Northern Ireland Rural Women’s Network, reporting on a range of
research and community events organised by the Network.
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developed by EU law provisions, that will no longer bolster CTA or UK domestic law
approaches.
Irish Workers in the UK
EU law has provided for many employment protections, and it is unlikely that such EU laws
will continue in Northern Ireland/ the UK. While the UK government has indicated it will not
start a race to the bottom on employment rights, in the absence of EU membership there is
little to prevent one in practice. This would mean that new Irish workers would not benefit
from EU law protections (though those resident in the UK at the end date of the transition
will be protected175). These new Irish workers would (subject to any agreement concluded by
the UK and EU on the matter of the ‘future relationship’) have their conditions regulated
under UK domestic law. The level of employment protection and working conditions in the
UK following Brexit is a deeply political contentious one, with fears in some quarters that
protections will be reduced to ‘maximise regulatory opportunities’.176
However, if protections were to be reduced this could happen in a number of ways and might
not directly impact Irish workers. For example, the UK might choose to reduce protections
afforded to new migrant workers. Another route that the UK could take would be to reduce
protections for all workers, including UK workers. This would inevitably affect new Irish
workers and, absent a specific agreement, not be subject to EU law. An additional political
consideration could prevent this latter route being taken in the short or medium term. The
draft Withdrawal Agreement commits the UK to Citizens’ Rights protections whereby EU
nationals already resident in the UK have their existing EU employment rights protected. The
UK must also treat this group equally to UK nationals. This means that for the foreseeable
future, there will be a group in UK which the government must provide EU-level rights to. For
as long as this is a (politically) significant group, it would be difficult for the government to
substantially reduce the conditions of UK workers so that they are in a worse position than
legacy EU residents. In addition, a future trade deal between the UK and the EU would be
likely to include some human rights protections and this could act as a further constraint upon
the UK’s ability to depart too far from its current arrangements.
If Irish workers continue to enjoy the carve-out that Irish nationals have in UK immigration
law, then substantial reductions to their employment protections would be difficult. As they
are currently treated more like UK nationals than migrant workers, they are likely to continue
to enjoy whatever employment protections that UK nationals enjoy. The complexities of the
Northern Irish position (i.e. a mix of residents of Irish and UK citizenship) mean that a move
to treat UK and Irish workers differently would be fraught with difficulty and numerous
administrative checks.
UK Workers in Ireland
UK workers in Ireland will benefit from EU-level protections. Those resident in Ireland at the
end of the transition period will be afforded Citizen’s Rights protections like those in the UK.
Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 31; ‘Joint technical note expressing the detailed
consensus of the UK and EU positions on Citizens’ Rights’ (TF50 2017, 20) 8 December 2017, row 19.
176 B. Kentish, ‘Brexit: Official document raises prospect of tampering with workers’ rights to boost economy’ (2018), available
at:
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-worker-rights-impact-assessment-eu-withdrawal-leakedtheresa-may-a8201176.html.
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New UK workers in Ireland will also be protected by EU law, including the Charter of
Fundamental Rights and its employment protections. These protections will be at least
‘equivalent’ (but not necessarily identical) to those of Irish and other EU nationals and to what
they currently enjoy.177 However, negotiations on the EU-UK future relationship might afford
a higher level of protection than this.
Workers from the UK with Irish citizenship (take, for example, the large number of Irish
nationals in Northern Ireland) would, of course, enjoy the full employment rights of any Irish
national, including full and ongoing EU protections.

Other Protections: CTA, EU, and GFA
Many of the entitlements and protections above exist as a matter of domestic law. This
section will examine any constraints imposed by non-domestic frameworks that might
constrain the actions of the two governments.
As discussed elsewhere178 there is little legally binding either the UK or Irish governments to
the CTA arrangements. As such, the current working understanding between the two
governments could be unilaterally changed without legal recourse. If one government was to
reduce protection of rights to/in work the other may reciprocate in a similar manner, however
this would be as a result of a mere political calculation. Such reciprocity could – if it occurred
– serve to damage protections for all UK and Irish workers.
EU Standards
Both governments will be bound by the terms of the draft Withdrawal Agreement which will
require EU protections afforded to citizens already resident in the UK or Ireland at the end of
the transition period to be continued in perpetuity. In addition, the Irish citizens who are part
of the people of Northern Ireland have their rights as EU citizens protected. The nondiminution guarantee also prevents the reduction of rights in Northern Ireland.
The Irish government will continue to be bound to EU standards and is therefore constrained
as to the changes it could make to workers’ rights. However, EU law would not prevent Ireland
from stopping some or all GB workers entering the country legally.
The UK, meanwhile, is required to prevent any diminution of rights (at least) for the people
of Northern Ireland.179 This ensures that the current level of protection afforded under EU
law for this group should be written into the UK’s domestic law and not resiled from. This
protection would not necessarily extend beyond Northern Ireland, and the current level of
employment protection could therefore be reduced for new Irish (or UK) workers in GB.
Good Friday Agreement
If the full import of the GFA is taken seriously, there are a good number of general protections
to avoid the sort of drastic revocations of rights to work contemplated above. Aside from the

EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, article 15(3).
See Chapter 1.
179 Note limitations of the non-diminution guarantee, however; C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue and B. Warwick, Discussion Paper
on Brexit (Joint Committee, 2018) pp59-61, available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/app/uploads/2018/03/Discussion-Paper-onBrexit.pdf.
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obvious peace-bringing reasons to abide by both the letter and the spirit of the GFA, there is
a legal imperative. The GFA is a binding international agreement, indexed at the UN, and
therefore the UK and Ireland are bound by its terms under international law. In addition the
‘no diminution’ guarantee of the December Joint Report and the draft Withdrawal Agreement
prevents the UK from reducing rights protections and thereby enables a degree of continuity
with current GFA rights.180
The preamble of the GFA (which is non-binding, but provides important interpretative
context181) notes the role of the agreement in developing ‘the close co-operation between
[the two] countries as friendly neighbours’.182 The GFA also required the creation of new
unitary equality body in Northern Ireland to take over the work of several bodies which had
previously dealt with discrimination in employment, and established the Northern Ireland
Human Rights Commission.183 The creation of both of these bodies are important statements
of the Agreement’s intention to ensure better and fairer employment conditions within the
region. At the pan-UK level, the British government was required to bring in new measures
relating to fair employment and to carry out a review of the same.184 In Ireland, the Irish
government was required by the GFA to create a human rights commission and to ‘implement
enhanced employment equality legislation’.185 All of these measures sit alongside the context
of both States being required by the agreement to implement domestic arrangements
relating to the ECHR, which itself protects workers in some respects.
However, despite these measures required of each government separately, the area of
employment is not listed in areas for potential cooperation under Strand Two of the
agreement.186
Despite setting a clear agenda of improved employment protections, the GFA entails a broad
direction and not a manifesto of concrete standards. This means that ascertaining any breach
of the Agreement in this area (apart from the most egregious sort) would be very difficult or
impossible. Compounding this is the limited legal routes to resolving the issue. Individuals
could not rely on the content of the GFA to ensure their fair employment, nor are there even
robust mechanisms for one of the States to challenge the other (apart from the extreme and
limited international law methods). The British-Irish Intergovernmental conference provides
something of a political forum for hybrid GFA-CTA discussions, but not a firm legal basis for
intergovernmental challenge.187

Other Forms of Employment
Self-employed workers, frontier workers, and cross-border businesses all benefit from a mix
of EU law protections and domestic law provisions. There is no explicit CTA provision for these
groups beyond the general rights to work described above.

See Chapter 1.
C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue and B. Warwick, Discussion Paper on Brexit (Joint Committee, 2018) p6, available at:
https://www.ihrec.ie/app/uploads/2018/03/Discussion-Paper-on-Brexit.pdf.
182 GFA (n45), Annex.
183 GFA (n45) Rights, Safeguards And Equality Of Opportunity, paras 5 and 6.
184 GFA (n45) Rights, Safeguards And Equality Of Opportunity, para 2(3).
185 GFA (n45) Rights, Safeguards And Equality Of Opportunity, para 9.
186 GFA (n45) Strand Two, Annex.
187 See above at Chapter 1.
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Self-Employed Workers
There are two pertinent issues for self-employed workers; first what employment protections
they are entitled to from the State (for example, access to paid parental leave), and second
whether they will be entitled to form or carry out a business. These are addressed in order.
Like other workers, self-employed workers who are resident in the UK or Ireland at the end
of the transition period will be entitled under the draft Withdrawal Agreement to continuing
protection of the EU rights they enjoy on that date.
Like other people of Northern Ireland, the guarantee of non-diminution will apply to selfemployed workers in Northern Ireland. The UK is therefore required to transpose into its
domestic law, the protections that exist under EU law for self-employed workers in Northern
Ireland.
Those to whom the Withdrawal Agreement will not apply (essentially, new Irish and EU
workers) in the UK will be subject to the UK’s domestic legal regime for such workers (this
would include UK, new Irish, and new EU self-employed workers).188 It is likely that this regime
will match the EU’s in the aftermath of the UK’s departure. Changes could be made to any of
the standards and protections for such workers in future, but if this is occurred it is likely that
Irish nationals would be afforded the same standards (increased or reduced) that UK nationals
enjoyed. Nationals of other countries could be similarly categorised or subjected to a weaker
system of protections. It remains possible that this position will be bolstered or improved by
an agreement between the UK and EU on their future relationship on this issue.
New self-employed UK nationals in Ireland – so long as Ireland continues to exempt UK
nationals from immigration controls – will benefit from protections equivalent to those of
Irish and other EU workers.
On rights to form a business, the status quo will persist throughout the transition period.
Following this, it is highly likely that already established enterprises will be allowed to
continue in both the UK and Ireland. Absent an agreement on the matter in the UK-EU ‘future
relationship’ negotiations, GB citizens will not enjoy the EU citizens’ right to form a business
anywhere in the EU.189 The people of Northern Ireland should have this right protected under
the non-diminution guarantee, but GB citizens will be subject to the Irish rules on non-EU
nationals setting up businesses. These rules could, if the Irish state so chose, be relaxed for
UK nationals or even for self-employed, micro-enterprises specifically. Without a provision in
a UK-EU agreement on the future relationship, the ability for Irish citizens to form a business
in the UK will be regulated by UK domestic law.

For EU workers, the UK’s forthcoming Immigration Bill will apply, while for new Irish workers the currently applicable
standard regimes of UK law will continue to apply (unless the status of Irish migrants to the UK is changed in UK domestic
law).
189 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Article 14.
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Frontier Workers
Frontier Workers are individuals who live on one side of a border and work on another.190
Charlie Flanagan (when Irish Foreign Minister) claimed there are around 30,000 cross border
workers and a recent study using mobile phone tracking has claimed that there are an average
of around 100,000 crossings per day crossings as a result of work.191 Many of these workers
are aided in getting between their places of work and home by the liberal immigration
arrangements in the UK and Ireland in respect of people travelling between the two countries.
However, it is EU protections that have allowed people to work across borders with minimal
administrative difficulty or confusion.
Those who are Frontier Workers at the end of the transition period will continue to be
protected under the draft Withdrawal Agreement for as long as they continue to be Frontier
Workers.192 New Frontier Workers would be subject a mix of Irish law (which is premised on
EU law) on workers who traverse an external EU border, and UK law. Coordinating these two
legal frameworks is likely to pose a significant challenge for individuals. This challenge could
be ameliorated by either the UK aligning its domestic legal framework with the EU’s
protections for Frontier Workers, or the position being clarified by the future relationship
agreement.
The realistic ability of such workers to continue living and working on opposite sides of the
border is contingent upon there being a soft border. With barriers or queues at the border, it
would become increasingly difficult to regularly commute between the two States. This would
be especially the case for part-time workers (who are predominantly women193).

Cross-Border Business
Cross-border business is an area of significance for many in Ireland and Northern Ireland and
encompasses haulage, construction, agricultural and retail. The position of such businesses
after the transition period will be subject to whatever arrangements are made in an EU-UK
agreement on their future relationship. Besides facilitating easy cross-border travel for
employees, the CTA arrangements have no bearing on cross-border business. Other domestic
law could be introduced – especially in the UK – to reduce the complexities and regulatory
hurdles to cross-border business, but this is likely to have a limited impact when compared
with the potential of a UK-EU arrangement.

The definition in EU law is ‘any person pursuing an activity as an employed or self-employed person in a Member State
and who resides in another Member State to which he returns as a rule daily or at least once a week’; European Parliament
and Council Directive 2004/38/EC (29 April 2004), Article 1(f).
191 BBC, ‘Essential to avoid hard border, says Irish minister Flanagan’ (2017) available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uknorthern-ireland-39522086; A. Doherty, ‘The movement of people across the Northern Ireland - Republic of Ireland border’
(September 2018), available at: https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/Cross-BorderMovements-Research-Article-19-Sep%202018%20FINAL.pdf The 100, 000 figure is an average of the work-related weekday
and weekend crossings. This number is also much lower than the approximate average of 288,000 daily crossings of the
border.
192 C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue and B. Warwick, Discussion Paper on Brexit (2018) pp39-40, available at:
https://www.ihrec.ie/app/uploads/2018/03/Discussion-Paper-on-Brexit.pdf.
193 73% of part-time workers in the UK are women; Office of National Statistics, ‘EMP10: Part-time and temporary workers
by occupation’ (August 2018), available at:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/datasets/parttimea
ndtemporaryworkersbyoccupationemp10.
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The ability of cross-border business to effectively continue is dependent upon a soft border
continuing to exist.

Mutual Recognition of Qualifications
Whatever the entitlements to take employment in the UK or Ireland, being recognised as
qualified to do the job is essential to being employed in a role. The EU has had a large impact
on the mutual recognition of qualifications, and EU law (like Directive 2005/36, discussed in
Chapter 3) underpins the majority of the cross-recognition of professions between the UK and
Ireland.194 This cross-border recognition of qualifications is essential to a range of workers
including medical professionals and teachers. If the UK does not continue within this EU
mutual recognition system, there would be a number of consequences for the practical
operation of CTA-related rights to work.

Conclusion
It is clear that many of the rights for Irish and UK citizens to take employment rely on their
immigration status. Yet this status rests on national law and is not guaranteed by EU, GFA, or
CTA agreements. For those workers in Ireland, protections are likely to continue at the pace
of EU protections. However, it appears at this stage that workers in the UK will not have the
same level of protection. Whether workers’ rights are maintained and enhanced currently
rests in the political arena. This area of employment and its protections, with its close
connection to the success of the peace process and importance to the economic interests of
both the UK and Ireland, is something that might be better secured in law, however. An
agreement between the two states on access and conditions of work could lock in the current
understandings about the treatment of each others’ nationals. However, any such reciprocal
agreement would still leave non-Irish EU nationals who arrive in the UK after Brexit in a
vulnerable position.

194

Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the Recognition of Professional Qualifications (Directive 2005/36).
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In domestic legislation

In the CTA

Summary
The Common Travel Area allows UK and Irish individuals to travel between the
jurisdictions without immigration restrictions. This practically facilitates work-related
activities such as cross-border working (e.g. haulage), employment on the other side
of the border, and self-employment. The precise rules governing each of these areas
is not part of the core CTA however.
Domestic restrictions on working in the UK and Ireland that are ordinarily applied to
non-EU migrants (and even EU migrants in some instances) are not applied to UK or
Irish nationals. This currently flows from the Common Travel Area immigration policy.
For those not covered by the Citizens’ Rights agreement (most significantly, new Irish
workers after transition), the rights to work and in work would be covered by UK
domestic law. This would include self-employed workers.
New frontier workers (those not covered by the Citizens’ Rights agreement) would
have part of their rights by virtue of UK domestic law.

In policy

In EU Law

Citizens’ rights for Irish workers in the UK and UK workers in Ireland at the end of the
transition (including self-employed workers) would derive from EU law.
The rights afforded to the people of NI who are Irish citizens will derive from EU law.
New UK Workers (those not covered by the Citizens’ Rights agreement) in Ireland
would have in-work rights ‘equivalent’ to EU nationals by virtue of Ireland’s EU law
obligations.
New frontier workers (those not covered by the Citizens’ Rights agreement) would
have part of their rights by virtue of EU law.
Certain decisions about Irish nationals which the UK wishes to exclude from the
CTA rules and from the UK for the public good are made by ministers and are
subject to their policy discretion.
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Chapter 5: The CTA and Social Security
Introduction
The CTA has been associated with social security by both the UK195 and Irish196 governments.
However, like many other aspects of the CTA that have been described above, there is no
agreement between the two governments on the exact content of social security
entitlements, no legal basis on which to secure them in the event of a domestic change in
policy in either jurisdiction.
It has been emphasised by both governments that the CTA pre-existed their EU membership
and provided benefits before EU law did. However, in the area of social security, the EU has
had a significant coordinating role, and laws and policies have responded more to the EU
framework than they have with any thought to the CTA. The nature of social security provision
has changed substantially in the years since the UK and Ireland joined the EEA and the old
CTA-only provision cannot practically now be reverted to. In 2007, the UK and Ireland agreed
a range of common definitions that has some utility, but even this was reliant upon EU law
and is now largely out of date in this fast moving area.197 Further, even with the relatively
advanced EU approach to coordination of social security, not everything has worked
smoothly. Below the CTA related arrangements in UK and Irish domestic law are addressed,
before the underpinnings that EU law provides are addressed (including those aspects which
could remain after Brexit).

CTA and Domestic Law
As with other areas that are discussed under the CTA umbrella, there is no binding bilateral
agreement between the UK and Ireland on social security provision. Instead the CTA coverage
of social security is found in a broad collection of national laws in the UK and in Ireland. There
is no legal impediment arising from the CTA that would prevent the UK or Ireland unilaterally
changing its policy of allowing nationals of the other country to access social security. It is also
true, as will be seen below, that the provision of many social security payments is dependent
on residency and does not easily facilitate dynamic cross-border living.
UK Provision
The UK’s provision of social security benefits is largely divided into those you must be resident
to claim and those which can be claimed even if not resident. If living in Ireland, for example,
some UK benefits – broadly family related benefits – can still be claimed.

Department for Exiting the EU, ‘Citizens’ rights - UK and Irish nationals in the Common Travel Area’ (22 December 2017),
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travelarea/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travel-area.
196 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘Brexit and You’, available at: https://www.dfa.ie/brexit/faqs/common-travelarea/.
197 Convention On Social Security Between The Government Of Ireland And The Government Of The United Kingdom Of
Great Britain And Northern Ireland 2007 (Available as a Schedule to Social Welfare (Bilateral Agreement With The United
Kingdom On Social Security) Order 2007, S.I. No. 701/2007 (Ireland)).
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For residence-based benefits (such as Jobseekers Allowance) the legislative mechanism that
the UK has used to allow Irish nationals to access UK social security is tightly defined and has
been developed in close dialogue with EU law on social security coordination. EU law defines
the State responsible for social security as the State in which a person habitually resides.198
The major steps in the development (and logic) of the UK law governing those social security
benefits that are linked to residence in the UK are:
•

•

•

Well before the EU adopted the habitual residence test, social security was afforded
in the UK only to all those ‘habitually resident’ in the CTA to restrict ‘benefit
tourism’.199
Around the time of the expansion of the EU and in response to the further fears that
there were individuals who were resident but shouldn’t be and yet were able to claim
social security, the regulations were tightened. As a consequence, only those with a
legal right to reside in the CTA were to be treated as habitually resident in the CTA.
Economically inactive EEA nationals and irregular migrants did not have such a right
to reside and were not able to claim benefits even if they were in practice habitually
resident in the CTA.200
In 2004, an EU directive changed rights of residence so that EU nationals enjoyed an
unconditional initial 3 months legal right of residence.201 This would have broken the
UK’s attempt to exclude ‘benefit tourists’ by using a legal residence test, and as such
the regulations were amended to exclude EU nationals residing purely on the basis of
this new three month right from social security entitlements.202

This means that the test for income-related benefits is now two-fold; access to these benefits
requires a right to reside (which is often correlated to certain forms of nationality), and a
habitual residency within the CTA. The exact definition of habitually resident is ‘notoriously
opaque’203 and there is no set list of factors applied but it has been suggested that nonexhaustively the following factors are important:
•
•
•

the length, continuity and general nature of actual residence
reasons for going to the UK
future intentions.204

Residence is defined as the place where a person habitually resides (Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 on the coordination of social security systems (Regulation 883/2004) Article 1(j)). The elements for
determining residence are contained in; Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009
laying down the procedure for implementing Regulation No 883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems
(Regulation 987/2009) Article 11.
199 House of Commons Library, ‘The Habitual Residence Test’ (SN/SP/416, 2011); Explanatory Memorandum To The Social
Security
(Persons
From
Abroad)
Amendment
Regulations
2006,
available
at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/1026/pdfs/uksiem_20061026_en.pdf.
200 Explanatory Memorandum (n 199).
201 Directive of the European Parliament And Of The Council of 29 April 2004 on the Right of Citizens of the Union and their
Family Members to Move And Reside Freely within the Territory of the Member States (Directive 2004/38/EC), Article 6.
202 Permitted by Directive 2004/38/EC (n190) Article 24(2); enacted by The Social Security (Persons From Abroad)
Amendment Regulations 2006 No. 1026 (UK), see, for example, s2(2)(a)(4)(c).
203 N.J. Wikeley and A.I. Ogus, Wikeley, Ogus and Barendt’s The Law of Social Security (5th edition, 2002) p282.
204 Letter from Maria Eagle MP to Tim Boswell MP regarding the habitual residence test raised during the first Committee
session of the State Pension Credit Bill. (DEP 02/1278, 2002).
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This somewhat convoluted approach (which could readily be changed in the future to reflect
the new UK-EU relationship) means that Irish nationals are treated distinctly from other EEA
nationals and that they benefit significantly from this status. As Irish nationals are afforded a
general right of residence205 that is not linked to the three-month period afforded by EU law,
they are not caught by these anti- ‘benefit tourism’ regulations of the UK. This was a specific
concession won for citizens of Ireland during the passage of the original 1994 legislation in
recognition of the historical and ‘continuing close ties between the peoples of the Irish
Republic and the UK’.206 Irish citizens are therefore immediately entitled to these social
security benefits as long as they have been ‘habitually resident’ in the CTA – a condition which
is itself more likely to be satisfied by Irish EU nationals than other EU nationals. Irish nationals
who have not been habitually resident anywhere in the CTA (i.e. who are returning to the CTA
after a period of residence abroad) must wait between one and three months before they can
claim habitual residence and social security benefits in the UK.207
The CTA provides no legal protection, and the rights currently enjoyed by Irish citizens in the
UK could be eroded in two ways. First, by changes to the immigration status of Irish nationals
which would undercut their right to reside. Such changes could occur without changing social
security regulations, and instead would flow from a change in immigration regulations. The
second way that Irish nationals could have their eligibility reduced is by reducing the
geographical scope of the habitual residence test so that it included only the UK, and not
habitual residence in all of the CTA. This would require a change to social security regulations.
Irish Provision
There are two main types of social security payment in Ireland; ones that require habitual
residence (such as work-related payments, disability allowances, and non-contributory State
pensions), and those which are exempt from the residence test (such as family and child
benefits) but which accrue to EU nationals holding employment in Ireland and non-EU
nationals who held employment in another EU state and now hold employment in Ireland.208
The categorisation and application of the latter is heavily dependent upon EU law.209 Whether
UK nationals (who would in any case have to be employed or self-employed in Ireland to
access certain benefits) are to be treated as ‘EU nationals’ or non-EU nationals will be a matter
in the first instance for an agreement on the future relationship between the UK and EU, and
failing clear categorisation there, for Irish domestic law. There is nothing formal in the CTA
that could compel the Irish government to provide such family benefits to UK nationals.
The other part of Irish social security is dependent on habitual residence. This flows from the
EU’s use of the habitual residence test and the provision of social security to UK citizens in
Ireland follows a very similar model to that used in the UK. Again, for access to Irish social

See Chapter 1.
Social Security Advisory Committee, The Income Related Benefits Schemes (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No 3)
Regulations 1994 (1994) Cm 2609 p3.
207 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, ‘Homelessness code of guidance for local authorities: Annex 1
(the Habitual Residence Test)’ (2018), para 14 available at: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/homelessness-code-of-guidancefor-local-authorities/annex-1-the-habitual-residence-test.
208
Department of Social Protection, ‘Habitual Residence Condition’ (SW108, 2016), 1, available at:
http://www.welfare.ie/en/downloads/sw108.pdf.
209 Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, ‘Guidance on Family Benefits: Chapter Eight of Regulation
883/04’, available at: http://www.welfare.ie/en/downloads/part9.pdf.
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security payments, habitual residence anywhere in the CTA is acceptable.210 Again, mirroring
the UK approach, in addition to the habitual residence test, there must also be a legal right to
reside in the CTA/ Ireland.211
There is also a need to show that Ireland is the country most appropriate to provide social
security payments. This involves an assessment of the permanence of individuals’ residence
in Ireland. There are ‘Five Factors’ written into Irish law, which map the case law of the
European Court of Justice:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Length and continuity of residence in Ireland or in any other particular country
Length and purpose of any absence from Ireland
Nature and pattern of employment
Applicant’s main centre of interest
Future intention of applicant concerned as they appear from all the circumstances.212

These factors mean that social security entitlements – in the CTA context – are strongly tied
to residency in Ireland.213 Frequent cross-border residence swapping or even complex crossborder living are not naturally accommodated by these factors (or the UK’s parallel approach).
Consider the following, relatively straightforward example. Jasmin is a UK national who has
lived in the UK (i.e. in the CTA) for 10 years. She moves to Ireland and applies immediately for
Jobseeker’s Allowance. The main tests applied to her are:
•
•
•

Is she habitually resident in the CTA? [She clearly meets this test]
Is she legally resident in the CTA? [Yes, as she is a UK national]
How do her circumstances weight against the Five Factors? [Here it will be very
difficult (but not impossible) for her to show that Ireland is her main centre of interest,
and that her future intentions lie in Ireland]

Another more complex example (adapted from the guidance given to Irish officials) shows
how the two types of benefit (residency and work-based) interact.214 Javid works in the UK
and lives in Ireland with his family. Because family benefits primarily follow the country of
employment, the UK will be liable to pay items such as child benefit.215 However, Ireland will
be liable to pay those social security payments which are based on residency such as disability
allowances.

Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, ‘Guidelines for Deciding Officers on the determination of
Habitual Residence’, s 6, available at: http://www.welfare.ie/en/Pages/Habitual-Residence-Condition--Guidelines-forDeciding-Offic.aspx#7.1.
211 Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 (Ireland), s246(5)-(10).
212 Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005 (Ireland), s246(4).
213
Citizens’
Information,
‘Residence
Rights
of
UK
Citizens’
(2018)
available
at:
http://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/moving_country/moving_to_ireland/rights_of_residence_in_ireland/residence_rule
s_UK_citizens.html.
214 Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, ‘Guidance on Family Benefits: Chapter Eight of Regulation
883/04’, example 1, available at: http://www.welfare.ie/en/downloads/part9.pdf.
215 There is an additional element to this scenario which would require Ireland to top up the UK’s provision of family benefits
if they are at a higher level in Ireland; Regulation 883/2004 (n 130) Article 68(2).
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Current Complexities
Social security payments are currently a complex area, and there are already challenges for
those who have residence and work on different sides of the border. EU law has facilitated a
degree of consistency between the two jurisdictions, with them both using similar residency
tests. EU law has nudged and shaped the UK and Irish approaches to social security, but even
pre-Brexit there have been areas where coordination has not been total or successful.
Successful coordination partly relies upon the classification of certain social security as falling
within the scope of the EU regulations.216 This classification process can lead to individuals
claiming on both sides of the border and engaging in complex administrative processes. The
Universal Credit system, for example, has not been classed as family benefit (partly because
it replaces some employment-related benefits) and therefore is not subject to the full range
of EU coordination rules. Irish citizens would under current UK law be required to fulfil the
habitual residence test outlined above in order to claim Universal Credit payments.217 In a
similar manner to the Jobseekers Allowance, the CTA is relevant only insofar as CTA-related
arrangements loosen the requirements upon Irish nationals to show habitual residence by
counting periods of residence in the CTA (though showing plans in the UK is still needed).
There are number of policy decisions also to be made by the UK regarding other aspects of
eligibility for these benefits. For example, whether non-UK citizens will be entitled to the full
sum of Universal Credit payments and what is included by the systems as work seeking
activities.
Under EU law designations of benefits by national governments as falling within/ without the
scope of EU regulations have been open to challenge whether directly or indirectly. To provide
just two examples, in an Upper Tribunal case the meaning of family allowances under EU law
was directly contested.218 In another example, indirectly, through relying EU rights to provide
and receive services across borders, a UK law restricting where childcare payments could be
spent was successfully challenged.219 Although EU law will retain some relevance in assisting
with similar challenges, if the UK develops its social security in a new direction following
Brexit, this influence will wane. The CTA currently provides no legal backstop that would help
resolve these complexities or provide a basis for challenging barriers to cross-border social
security administration.

Post Brexit Connections to EU Law
As discussed above, social security arrangements in the UK and Ireland and their coordination
are heavily reliant on the common EU framework. In the immediate aftermath of Brexit,
following the (partial) loss of this common set of rules there are likely to be only a few
difficulties, while in the medium to long term more significant difficulties will arise.
The immediate difficulties could arise where there is direct coordination and communication
between agencies in the UK and those in Ireland, which may be dependent upon data sharing
Regulation 883/2004 (n 130).
Department of Work and Pensions, ‘Explanatory Memorandum for the Social Security Advisory Committee’ (2012), para
15, available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/221579/uc-draftregs-2012-memorandum.pdf.
218 EM v HMRC (TC) (Case No. CTC/3179/2009) 2010 UKUT 323 AAC.
219 NB v HMRC (TC) (Decision No: C1/14-15(TC)(T)) 2016 NICom 47.
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and coordination agreements applicable to the EU. If not properly factored in to withdrawal
agreements between the UK and EU this could prevent effective social security administration
across the border. The draft Withdrawal Agreement has a range of measures agreed (in green)
relating to social security coordination that make these short-term difficulties less likely.220
This includes a provision to allow the UK access to the ‘Electronic Exchange of Social Security
Information’ database. A further annex on social security cooperation is also to be added,
indicating that a good deal of attention is being given to this issue.221 These coordination
measures will be of large benefit to those living between the UK and Ireland (as they are now),
but they are pan-European measures not specifically tailored to the Irish situation or affected
by the CTA.
Longer term difficulties could arise if social security systems in the UK and Ireland/EU develop
in different directions following Brexit. The CTA provides no legal guarantee of equivalence
between the UK and Ireland, but it could – if developed further and made more concrete –
act as a starting place for longer term social security cooperation between the two countries.
New mechanisms for data sharing between Irish and UK social security agencies will in any
event need to be established once the UK is no longer an EU Member State, as following the
end of the transition period, the UK will no longer have access to any EU databases or
frameworks containing private information. This is a practical consideration that lies outwith
the arrangements covered by the CTA.
EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018
The UK’s EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018 ends the direct association of the UK with the EU and sets
out a process by which EU regulations can be retained in the domestic law of the UK following
Brexit. One of the more important provisions of this Act in the social security context is the
prohibition on ministers diminishing cooperation derived from the GFA which requires them
to have due regard to the provisions of the December Joint Report between the UK and
Ireland.222 Both of these provisions aid in the maintenance of social security cooperation.
The GFA suggests that areas for North-South cooperation ‘may’ include social security,
especially with respect to cross-border movements.223 When combined with the EU
(Withdrawal) Act this could be read as preventing UK ministers from making changes that
would negatively affect cooperation with Ireland. This would act as something of a safeguard,
but the UK parliament could still choose to make changes to social security that would harm
cooperation, and such legislation would be capable of overriding the GFA-linked protections
of the Withdrawal Act (because of basic principles of parliamentary sovereignty).
Similarly, when acting in respect of EU linked laws under the Withdrawal Act, UK ministers
must have ‘due regard to’ the Joint Report that resulted from the first phase of the UK-EU
negotiations. Although the Joint Report permits the UK and Ireland to continue to make
arrangements for travel in the CTA, it is not specific at all about any of the related
‘arrangements’ that are considered part of the CTA, such as social security. The Joint Report
also does not require the UK or Ireland to continue with CTA arrangements, but rather permits
Draft Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (n 11) Articles 29-30.
Draft Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (n 11), Annex [y+5] ‘Social Security Coordination’.
222 European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (UK) s10.
223 GFA (n45), Strand Two North/South Ministerial Council, Annex.
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their continuation (in general terms).224 The follow-through effect of this is that there would
not be a requirement for UK ministers to further develop the CTA as a result of the EU
(Withdrawal) Act. More useful, perhaps, are the social security coordination measures
mentioned in the Joint Report which ministers would be required to pay due regard to when
considering legislative changes under the Withdrawal Act.225

Irish Citizens in Northern Ireland
On paper, the additional rights that the Brexit negotiations afford to Irish citizens who are
part of the people of Northern Ireland appear to pave the way for a continuation of the
current approach to claiming social security in the UK. These rights are agreed in the UK-EU
Joint Report where it is written that, ‘the people of Northern Ireland who are Irish citizens will
continue to enjoy rights as EU citizens’.226 The UK has also agreed to continue social security
coordination for EU citizens resident in the UK at the end of the transition period. After this,
however, the practical capacities of the UK and Irish authorities to coordinate social security
are dependent upon an agreement being struck that encompasses these issues. Without such
an agreement, the CTA would only provide individuals with the ability to move cross-border
and CTA-related domestic legislation could allow greater flexibility in terms of residency tests.
However, claims would be snarled in administrative difficulties as authorities in the UK and
Ireland would have to develop new processes for checking that people were not claiming
identical benefits in both jurisdictions and to ascertain periods of work or insurance in other
jurisdictions.

Conclusion
To maintain the current approaches to social security a new legislative basis for coordination
of the systems will be required. This currently resides in EU law. Cross-border social security
will be particularly difficult to maintain as it is already poorly arranged and more complex as
two different administrative systems must work closely to configure amalgamation of
rights/benefits.
Guarantees made so far in the Brexit negotiations add some detail to how this might function
following the UK’s departure from the EU. There is some commitment to coordination of the
systems and information sharing, but more permanent arrangements will be needed. There
are also guarantees of non-diminution of rights and the provision of continuing EU citizenship
for Irish citizens who are part of the people of Northern Ireland (even when they are resident
in Northern Ireland). It could prove difficult to claim a diminution of rights or a violation of EU
citizenship as a result of some more minor changes to social security or even in respect of
administrative challenges. However, a key touchstone should be the impact that failures in
social security systems have on people’s ability to live and work cross-border. If this becomes
more difficult, this could certainly be described as a diminution of rights and a violation of
Irish nationals’ free movement rights.
The content of social security payments will not be so reliant upon new (EU) law to underpin
it and has been described as related to the CTA. This gives a degree of political protection to
continuing reciprocity between the UK and Ireland in relations to social security payments.
Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 54.
Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) paras 28, and 30-31.
226 Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1) para 52.
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There is no legal protection, however, and the UK or Ireland could unilaterally change their
approach to social security and their domestic law.

In domestic legislation In the CTA

Summary

Nothing specific. CTA provides ability to move and reside within the Area, which is a
necessary pre-condition for many social security payments.

Social security provision, with some commonalities between the UK and Irish
provision, but no exact reciprocity.
In UK and Irish law: habitual residence tests which allow residence within the
Common Travel Area, but which will require further evidence that the State being
claimed from (the UK or Ireland) is the applicant’s main centre of interest.

In policy

In EU Law

Data sharing and other coordination systems essential to the administration of social
security between the two jurisdictions.
Grounds for directly or indirectly challenging poor or unfair coordination practices
between the UK and Ireland.
Requirements for ‘topping up’ social security payments where people live across
borders and the level of payment is different between the two countries.
Guarantees from the Brexit process relating to Irish citizens’ EU rights, and nondiminution.
Some ministerial discretion on setting the parameters and ingredients of habitual
residence, for example on how to test applicants’ intentions for the future.
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Chapter 6: The CTA and Education
Introduction
The CTA does not address education. Currently a combination of EU and domestic law enables
access to education across primary, secondary and third level education while work within
the education sector is covered by the same workers’ rights outlined in Chapter 4. Strand 2 of
the GFA provides the only bilateral legal agreement between the UK and Ireland on education
but this only stretches to cooperation and implementation on the recognition of teacher
qualifications and education exchanges.227 Other educational rights, for instance to attend
primary school across the border, are covered by domestic law such as the Ireland Act 1949,228
Irish Statutory Instruments on reciprocity229 and EU law on migrant workers (which is limited
to first and second level education).230 Both governments have stated an intention to
maintain existing arrangements however as will become clear below both the content and
legal basis of these arrangements post Brexit are not clear.231
Education rights are based on legal residence which the CTA assists an individual in acquiring.
Residence requirements have a direct impact on applications to schools, fees requirements
and staff mobility for those seeking to cross the border to work or study and the details of
each situation is outlined below.
Under EU law all EU nationals are entitled to study in another EU state’s primary and
secondary education system on the same terms as its own nationals. Fee and support
arrangements in place for home students are also applicable to all EU students. As such, under
EU law children of EU citizens who are migrant workers are entitled to attend school in any
EU country under the same conditions as nationals of their own country.232 At Third Level,
Universities and Further Education Colleges are required to treat home students the same as
EU students except regarding access to funding where residency requirements are
permitted.233
Under the draft Withdrawal Agreement EU citizens (who meet the requirements for
registration in the UK) and UK citizens in EU states (if they remain resident in their immediate
post-Brexit EU state) – including Ireland – will retain those rights.234 At present there is no
agreement to extend the rights under EU law on education to new EU migrants in the UK or
UK migrants in the EU after Brexit.
Currently, the Irish Government states that:

GFA (n45).
Ireland Act 1949 (UK), s2; British Nationality Act 1981 (UK), S50(1); and the Immigration Act 1971 (UK).
229 Citizens of United Kingdom and Colonies (Irish Citizenship Rights) Order 1949, S.I. No. 1/1949 (Ireland).
230 Council Directive of 25 July 1977 on the education of the children of migrant workers (77/486/EEC).
231 ‘UK and Ireland to keep education access after Brexit’, Belfast Telegraph (24 September 2018).
232 Council Directive of 25 July 1977 on the education of the children of migrant workers (77/486/EEC); European Union,
‘Starting
school
in
another
EU
country’
(2018),
available
at:
https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/education/school/enrol/index_en.htm.
233 TFEU, Article 165; Case C-73/08 Nicolas Bressol and Others v. Gouvernement de la Communaute francaise, para 28.
234 Draft Withdrawal Agreement (n11) & Joint Report: Negotiators of the EU and UK Government (n1).
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… the CTA … provides broadly reciprocal rights on the freedom to reside, work and
access services, including social security, health and education.235
The UK Government states:
Under the CTA, UK and Irish nationals enjoy a range of reciprocal rights - for example:
…the right to access education236
It is reassuring that both States consider that access to education falls within the CTA.
However, there is no legal basis for such rights beyond EU law and the GFA. As such, policies
to enable access including education that are either contained in legislation or are
departmental policy decisions are subject. Access, even as policy, is rather limited, as it does
not require access on the same or similar basis, nor is it clear what the terms of access may
be beyond residence. It is also important to note that the Irish Government states they are
only broadly reciprocal terms therefore granting themselves the possibility of variance
between the UK and Ireland. As access is largely based on residency this has a significant
impact on those crossing the border for education and work within educational institutions
as well as those applying to study at third level in another part of the CTA.
It is also important to state that there is nothing in law to prevent either Government or the
devolved administration in Belfast from extending equivalent access rights after Brexit. As the
UK will no longer be an EU state, Ireland can extend any rights regarding education it wishes
without having to extend those same rights to EU citizens or it can simply mimic the rights
that EU citizens receive. Likewise, the UK and the devolved administrations can agree to fund
Irish citizens as it does UK students and, as such, treat them differently to other EU nationals.
There will also be the residual rights of resident EU and UK citizens in either country. Article
8 of the Protocol to the draft Withdrawal Agreement on Ireland/Northern Ireland states that
the protocol will be interpreted so as to maintain the need for continued North/South cooperation including education, though this must be done in the context of Ireland ensuring
compliance with its EU obligations.237 Under the draft Withdrawal Agreement EU citizens
already resident in the UK will be entitled to continue exercising their EU rights (see Chapter
2).
As noted above, the GFA states under Strand 2 that education and particularly teacher
qualifications and exchanges are areas for North-South co-operation and implementation.238
The Standing Conference on Teacher Education, North and South (SCoTENS) and Universities
Ireland are examples of bodies working on this basis.239 Education comes under the exegesis
of the British-Irish Council as a matter for the exchange of information, discussion,
consultation and cooperation in mutual interest.240 These rights do not appear to be
individual rights and it is unlikely that they would be enforceable as the GFA establishes a duty
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, ‘Brexit and You’, available at: https://www.dfa.ie/brexit/faqs/common-travelarea/.
236 Department for Exiting the EU, ‘Citizens’ rights - UK and Irish nationals in the Common Travel Area’ (22 December 2017),
available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travelarea/citizens-rights-uk-and-irish-nationals-in-the-common-travel-area.
237 Draft Agreement on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (n 11).
238 GFA (n45).
239 Standing Conference on Teacher Education, North and South (SCoTENS) http://scotens.org/; Universities Ireland
http://universitiesireland.ie/.
240 GFA (n45) Strand Three.
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to co-operate rather than specific rights for individuals that are set out. It could be the basis
for a specific policy initiative (See example of Trinity College Dublin below) but is unlikely to
be justiciable.
The EU PEACE IV Programme includes a strand on shared education,
The provision of direct, sustained, curriculum-based contact between pupils and
teachers from all backgrounds through collaboration between schools from different
sectors in order to promote good relations and enhance children’s skills and attitudes
to contribute to a cohesive society.241
The continuation of the PEACE funding stream for Northern Ireland after 2020 remains a
matter for negotiation.
The Ireland Protocol to the draft Withdrawal Agreement commits the UK to protecting and
supporting North-South and East-West cooperation across the full range of political,
economic, security, societal and agricultural contexts and support of current and future
common policies under the GFA which includes education. However, as just discussed, it is
unlikely that this is justiciable. The right to education is also contained within the nondiminution requirements under the GFA. However, it is unlikely that restricting access under
residency requirements would constitute a violation of the non-diminution requirements
particularly if a right was accessible within the state of residence. For example, a student
resident in Northern Ireland who could no longer attend a primary school in the ROI but could
access a school in Northern Ireland is unlikely to come within the terms of non-diminution.

Primary Level and Post Primary Schools
As the ‘Report on the Movement of People across the Northern Ireland-Ireland Border’ states
there is a history of pupils and staff travelling across the border to attend schools. The Report
states that in 2016/17 267 pupils from Ireland attended post primary schools in Northern
Ireland and 103 pupils attended primary school.242 In 2015/16 191 pupils resident in Northern
Ireland attended primary and post primary schools in Ireland.243
Ireland
Under the Education Act 1998 and the Education (Admissions to Schools) Act 2018 schools in
Ireland are entitled to develop their own admissions policies if these provide for maximum
accessibility and follow equality requirements. There is nothing in these Acts that specifically
references residency in the State. Schools are also required to publish their admissions
policies. In practice, as the statistics demonstrate, students do cross the border to attend
primary and post primary schools. A survey of admissions policies of schools in ROI near the
border suggested no school specifically excluded students from Northern Ireland. What may
be of concern is whether the Irish Government will continue to fund these student places,
however there has been no suggestion that this will be discontinued. A further concern may
Special EU Programmes Body, ‘PEACE IV 2014-2020: Overview’ (2018) available at: https://www.seupb.eu/piv-overview.
Department of Education (Northern Ireland) analysis of Northern Ireland school census, 2017, see
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/articles/school-enrolments-overview
243 NI school Census; Parents Learners Database Section, Department of Education and Skills (ROI) see
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/publications/school-enrolments-northern-ireland-summary-data
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be the erection of a border which slows travel across the border which may make attendance
significantly more difficult. On a legal level, this complicates matters as the entitlement of
children to attend a school in Northern Ireland would make it unlikely that there would be a
violation of the right to education if crossing the border became difficult.244
For staff members who cross the border to work, the possibility of a hard border may make
travel to work particularly difficult and lead to economic hardship if the commute is longer or
requires documentation. Under the draft Withdrawal Agreement while they remain in
employment they will retain their status as Frontier Workers and the attached rights.
However future employees will not be covered by this status (see Chapter 4). The recognition
of qualifications comes under the terms of the GFA under strand 2 as an area of co-operation
and, as such, is also recognised in the Ireland/Northern Ireland Protocol to the draft
Withdrawal Agreement. The UK and Ireland should undertake steps to ensure that this
continues. The CTA does not provide any specific employment protection for those crossing
the border to work in Ireland as it is mainly operationalised by residency (note, however, that
Ireland will continue to enforce all EU employment law).
Northern Ireland
As the statistics demonstrate, a number of students travel from Ireland to Northern Ireland
to primary and post primary schools each day. Each school is free to apply its admissions
policy to admit students from Ireland (Ireland is in fact not specified and theoretically this
would apply to any students not resident in Northern Ireland), but priority must be given to
students resident in Northern Ireland.245 According to Northern Ireland’s education
department this is currently under review.246 Schools are required to publish their admissions
policies. A similar policy applies to nurseries.247
Staff mobility may be similarly affected to those who work in Ireland as a hard border may
cause delays in travelling to work and potentially economic hardship should the commute be
longer or require documentation. Similarly, the draft Withdrawal Agreement will protect
those entitled to Frontier Worker status, but not new employees post Brexit. While in Ireland
EU law will continue to provide employment protection, it is possible that there will be a
divergence with Northern Ireland. However, this would also have to comply with the nondiminution requirements of the GFA. The CTA does not specifically provide protection in this
context as residency is required to protect most rights.
A study by the Ulster University on the impact of Brexit on Northern Ireland’s Education
system stated that it was likely to impact upon diversity at primary and post primary level as
Brexit is likely to lead to a sharp reduction in the number of students with diverse languages
and cultures coming to Northern Ireland.248 Movement from Ireland under the CTA may
alleviate this lack of diversity slightly, but not to an extent that would alter this outcome
entirely, particularly as EU citizens seeking to work or study will not have the same ability to
See further Chapter 4.
Education (Northern Ireland) Order 1997 (UK), s16(4).
246 Department of Education, ‘School Admissions Guidance’, available at: https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/articles/schooladmissions-guidance.
247 Education (Northern Ireland) Order 1997 (UK), s16(4).
248
Ulster
University,
‘Impact
of
Brexit
on
education
in
Northern
Ireland’,
available
at:
https://www.ulster.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/179423/Impact-of-Brexit-in-education-in-NI.pdf.
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move residence as Irish citizens within the CTA. Further concerns were raised in the Report
regarding recruitment of staff at secondary level in key areas of the curriculum where there
were currently shortages in Northern Ireland.249
Northern Ireland Schools may lose access to the Erasmus+: Comenius programme, which
includes funding for staff and student mobility for and post primary students, unless the UK
Government negotiates to remain within that programme.250 The EU Commission has
proposed extending Erasmus+ to all states after 2021 but this will require those states to
accept that they do not have a ‘decisional power’ on the programme and agree to a ‘fair
balance’ of contributions.251 Ireland and Northern Ireland and/or the entirety of the UK could
create a separate bespoke version of the programme and the existence of the CTA would
facilitate this as it alleviates any visa requirements that individuals from the rest of the EU
may have to comply with. This would also come under the terms of educational co-operation
under the GFA.

Further Education and Universities
In its Brexit Report, the Royal Irish Academy – a pan-Ireland body – surveyed academics about
Brexit and the relevant concerns around the CTA included:
•
•
•

•
•

Reduced staff and student mobility between Ireland and the UK in the absence of an
agreed common travel area or agreement by the UK on free movement of EU nationals;
The application of international student fee charges by UK HEIs to Irish students;
Significant capacity issues for Irish HEIs should the 10,000 Irish based students travelling
to the UK each year for higher education now need to be accommodated within the Irish
system;
A decline in opportunities for cross-border research and education collaboration and
cooperation;
Isolation of Northern Ireland education institutions from all-island opportunities in
contradiction with the objectives of the Good Friday Agreement.252

The ‘Report on the Movement of People across the Northern Ireland-Ireland Border’ found
that in 2015/16 almost 2,200 students from ROI attended higher education institutions in
Northern Ireland (4.0% of the total).253 Around 1,900 students domiciled from the ROI

Ulster
University,
‘Report
on Ulster University Brexit
Symposium’
(2017),
available at:
https://www.ulster.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/230666/Report-on-Ulster-University-Brexit-Symposium.pdf.
250 European Commission, ‘Erasmus+: Programme Guide Online’, available at: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmusplus/programme-guide/part-a_en.
251 European Commission, ‘Commission adopts proposal for the next Erasmus programme 2021-2027’ (2018), available at:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/news/commission-adopts-proposal-next-erasmus-programme-20212027_en.
252 Royal Irish Academy, ‘Research and Higher Education on the Island of Ireland after Brexit’ (2017), available at:
https://www.ria.ie/sites/default/files/roi_brexit_report-_e-version-1_0.pdf.
253 Department for the Economy (Northern Ireland), ‘Enrolments at UK Higher Education Institutions: Northern Ireland
analysis 2015/16’ (2017) available at: https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/publications/enrolments-uk-higher-educationinstitutions-northern-ireland-analysis-201516.
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attended further education colleges in campuses around the border areas, accounting for
almost 6% of students at those colleges.254
Enrolments at Northern Ireland Higher Education Institutions by domicile 2015-2016

NI

GB

ROI

Other EU

Non EU

Total

Number

47,150

2,930

2,195

375

2,585

55,245

%

85.4%

5.3%

4.0%

0.7%

4.7%

100.0%

Source Background Evidence on the Movement of People across the Northern Ireland – Ireland Border Department for the Economy March
2018 (https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/movement-people-northern-ireland-ireland-border.pdf)

The Report found that amongst those in further education for 2015/16, 6.0% of students
undertaking regulated provision at the three Further Education Colleges which neighbour the
border, were from outside Northern Ireland with many of these students coming from ROI
quite a number of whom cross the border every day to attend.
Individuals at Further Education Colleges in the border areas of Northern Ireland by Domicile Group 2015/16

NI

Other UK

ROI

Other EU

Non EU

Total

Number

31,354

60

1,852

55

34

33,361

%

94.0%

0.2%

5.6%

0.2%

0.1%

100.0%

Source: Background Evidence on the Movement of People across the Northern Ireland – Ireland Border Department for the Economy March
2018 (https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/movement-people-northern-ireland-ireland-border.pdf)

The Report found that in 2015/16 there were 8,050 Irish Domiciled Students studying at
higher education institutions in GB. This was a decrease of 6% between 2014/15 and 2015/16
and a 30% decrease compared to 2010/11. In 2015/16 70% of Irish students in GB were
studying in England compared to 23% in Scotland and 7% in Wales. While small in terms of
UK higher level education, should those students choose to study in Ireland instead there
would need to be a significant increase in numbers across courses in Ireland. In 2016 there
were 1,007 students from Northern Ireland and 1,805 students from GB studying on a fulltime basis at higher education institutions in ROI. Together they accounted for 1.3% of
students in ROI.255
The various representative bodies of Universities and Further Education are very clear in their
calls for clarity.256 Regarding those studying across the border, for instance, upon signing a
Memorandum of Understanding between Letterkenny Institute of Technology, Ulster
University, North West Regional College and Donegal ETB they stated that

Department for the Economy (Northern Ireland), ‘Northern Ireland Further Education Activity’ (2017) available at:
https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/FE-Activity-Statistical-Bulletin-1314-to1617_0.pdf (note this covers regulated activity only).
255 Further statistics are available in the Royal Irish Academy’s Report (n252).
256 Association of Colleges, ‘Brexit’, available at: https://www.aoc.co.uk/funding-and-corporate-services/brexit.
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Brexit will pose a significant challenge to our higher and further education
institutions. Through our Action Plan for Education, which aims to make Ireland’s
education system the best in Europe within a decade, we are preparing our education
and training providers to respond to this challenge. Talent drives the success of any
region and strong hubs will be the engine of regional development. Today’s
partnership is a very welcome development, which will have a really significant
impact on the North West region.257
Fees and other impediments
There are anxieties and uncertainties expressed within Northern Ireland regarding the status
of fees following Brexit. One civil society group expressed concerns that it might transpire
that ‘we [the people of Northern Ireland] are going to be considered foreign students [and]
subject to international charges’.258
The decision on what UK Universities in Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales charge
students from Ireland or other parts of the UK is entirely a policy-based decision and will
depend on the allocation of funding.259 The representative bodies of UK Universities have all
called for clarification from the UK Government particularly around new entrants from the EU
from 2020.260 It is possible that an entirely separate fee status will be granted to Irish passport
holders applying from Ireland, but this has yet to be determined either at UK or devolved
level. This may create a system where going to School across the border may entitle you to
different fees depending on how being ‘from Ireland’ was determined. However, this was the
case pre the introduction of EU requirements on fees and, as such, could be resolved.
While students from the rest of the EU will be subject to the new student visa process – or an
extension of existing visa processes for international students to EU students - this will not
impact upon Irish students if the CTA continues to operate as it currently does.
Post Brexit, while it is probable that EU students not resident in the UK pre-Brexit will be
ineligible for loans to cover fees from the Student Loan Company for England and Wales the
position of Irish students is less clear. It is uncertain if Irish students will be required to be
domiciled in the UK and covered by the Ireland Act 1949 to be eligible for student loans.
However, after Brexit, there will be no impediment to the UK at a national level or the
devolved bodies charging students from Ireland the same as domestic students or extending
funding. There remains no clarity on the issue for 2020 entrants.
In Ireland, the Universities have stated a preference for maintaining EU/domestic fees for all
students from the UK. However, the Irish Government has not stated whether it will continue
to cover the cost of fees for UK students on the same basis as they currently do for EU
students. At present, students coming from Northern Ireland can apply for a Student
Contribution Loan from the Northern Ireland administration if they intend to study in Ireland
Department of Education and Skills, ‘Minister Bruton endorses Cross Border Education Alliance’ (2018), available at:
https://www.education.ie/en/Press-Events/Press-Releases/2018-press-releases/PR18-02-23-2.html.
258 In conversation with Louise Coyle, Policy Officer at Northern Ireland Rural Women’s Network, reporting on a range of
research and community events organised by the Network (Sept 2018).
259 L. Mayhew ‘UK Higher education and Brexit’ (2017) 33 Oxford Review of Economic Policy 155.
260 Department for Education, ‘Further financial support for UK and EU students’ (2018) available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/further-financial-support-for-uk-and-eu-students.
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to cover the cost of the student contribution fee.261 There is no indication that this will cease
after Brexit but there is also no indication of whether students would become eligible for
loans should the Irish Government choose not to cover the fees of students domiciled in
Northern Ireland or Britain prior to commencing their courses.
Those Northern Ireland students with an Irish passport will continue to be entitled to EU
citizenship and under the draft Withdrawal Agreement should be able to continue to exercise
their EU rights. This should mean that they are EU students for the purposes of fees should
the draft Agreement go forward as currently written; however, they may have an issue with
residency. Irish Universities – as a matter of policy – have EU residency requirements within
the EU to qualify for that fee status. As Northern Ireland will already be an exceptional case
for those exercising EU rights from outside the EU, potentially it could be argued that this
should mean residency in Northern Ireland should count for the purposes of fees. This,
however, would require not just Ireland but the whole of the EU recognising Northern Ireland
residents with Irish nationality as residents of the EU for the purposes of education (and
potentially other rights). Nonetheless, once Brexit occurs, there is no impediment to Irish
Universities treating students from Northern Ireland or the UK differently to other
‘international’ students and categorising them as home students or another specific category
for the purposes of fees. The CTA does not require this to happen and it is only in the case of
residency that similar treatment is generally, though not absolutely, required.
Since 2014 Trinity College Dublin has undertaken a feasibility study to triple the students
coming from Northern Ireland to the University following a decline in numbers.262 Trinity sets
aside specific places for students from Northern Ireland and gives them exceptions regarding
qualifications. Given the place of education under the GFA there is potential to argue that
maintaining cross-border co-operation and mobility in education comes within the terms of
the Agreement. This could also be argued to be the basis on which Trinity is able to give
preferential treatment to students from Northern Ireland but not to other EU citizens,
however the legality of this has not been tested.
The CTA does not impact upon fees or the categorisation of students. While students will be
able to move between jurisdictions without the need for visas they would have to be resident
in the jurisdiction of either state to be able to access the rights under the CTA.
Universities in the UK will lose access to Erasmus+: Erasmus programme, though similarly to
the primary and post primary programme there is nothing to prevent Ireland and Northern
Ireland and/or the UK creating a bespoke version of the programme.
Staff Mobility
According to the ‘Movement of People across the Northern Ireland Report’ 17% of staff at
one FE College close to the border commuted from Ireland to Northern Ireland, this includes

StudentFinanceNI,
‘Full-time
undergraduate,
Northern
Ireland
students’,
available
at:
https://www.studentfinanceni.co.uk/types-of-finance/undergraduate/full-time/northern-ireland-student/.
262 Students are admitted with 3 A-Levels rather than 4; Trinity College Dublin, ‘Major New Trinity Initiative to Increase
Number of Northern Ireland Students’ (2014), available at: https://www.tcd.ie/news_events/articles/major-new-trinityinitiative-to-increase-number-of-northern-ireland-students/; Trinity College Dublin, ‘Northern Ireland’ , available at:
https://www.tcd.ie/study/country/n-ireland/.
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teachers and a wide range of support staff.263 At the Ulster University in 2018 96 members of
staff had addresses in Ireland with 66 of those staff members at the Magee campus.264 In June
2017 the Ulster University held a symposium on Brexit. In its discussions, staff mobility was a
serious concern including issues concerning visa requirements, recognition of qualification
and accreditations.265
The CTA and the continuance of Frontier Worker status for those staff employed – and who
remain in employment - at the time of Brexit- will assist with staff mobility. Staff will be able
to take positions without the need to obtain visas. Nonetheless the nature of the commute
remains to be answered however as the terms of the border – beyond the backstop in the
draft Withdrawal Agreement – have yet to be determined. This may make commuting across
the border or travel for shared research projects or attendance at conferences more difficult
and may also have economic consequences should commuting become longer or
documentation required. As the diagram below demonstrates cross border travel is an allisland issue not simply a border one.
Visualisation of Ireland/Northern Ireland Cross Border Flows

Source:
Higher
Education
and
Research
in
Northern
(https://www.ria.ie/sites/default/files/ni_brexit_report-_e-version-1.pdf)

Ireland

Post-Brexit,

November

2017.

While staff will be able to travel to conferences across the CTA without the impediment of
visa requirements, it is now a regular occurrence to be required to provide evidence of ability
to work in the UK when undertaking casual, consultancy or incidental paid work for a

Department for the Economy, ‘Movement of People across the Northern Ireland – Ireland Border’ (March 2018) available
at: https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/movement-people-northern-ireland-irelandborder.pdf.
264 Information provided on request by Ulster University. On file with Authors.
265
Ulster
University,
‘Report
on Ulster University Brexit
Symposium’
(2017),
available at:
https://www.ulster.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/230666/Report-on-Ulster-University-Brexit-Symposium.pdf.
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University other than one’s main employer.266 There may also be obstacles to joint
collaborations on research and participation in the Erasmus+ programme as participation in
EU research funding remains a matter of negotiation.
The Royal Irish Academy Task Force on Brexit has made the following call for cooperation to:
1. Secure commitments as to the rights and entitlements of Irish and UK citizens within
the common travel area;
2. Pursue actively the continuance of the current fee status and eligibility for access to
the higher education and research system enjoyed by Irish and UK citizens in each
other’s jurisdictions;
3. Create a bespoke suite of programmes including bilateral funding agreements to
support a new Irish-British research area enabling North-South, East-West academic
research mobility and partnerships;
4. Encourage enhanced promotion and mobility programmes to bring global student
and research talent to Ireland, north and south;
5. Provide support for pan-island bodies such as the Royal Irish Academy and
Universities Ireland to enable continued all-island and Ireland UK dialogue.267
At present, beyond the general commitments to the CTA made in the Joint Report, the draft
Withdrawal Agreement, the GFA and statements by both Governments, much of the rest of
the call remains unanswered as none are presently required by the terms of the CTA.

Conclusion
The CTA assists in key areas of education such as staff mobility without visa restrictions and
general access rights in both states where the pupil/student is resident. The GFA’s general
commitments to co-operation on education and non-diminution of rights also provides for
pan-Ireland co-operation and access to education for those residents in the UK and Ireland.
Rights based on EU citizenship will no longer apply within the UK post-Brexit; however, it is
possible that EU citizens resident in Northern Ireland may be able to access some rights while
they remain resident in Northern Ireland.
The CTA does not assist in cross border education access including admissions, fee status and
accreditation/qualification recognition. Decisions on fee status are currently policy based and
require funding decisions to be made at the national and devolved levels. Access to EU
funding for research and collaboration across the CTA is also policy based and a funding
decision is yet to be made and will form part of the exit negotiations.
Some decisions are entirely policy or fiscal based or subject to negotiation– such as fees for
third level education, access to the ERASMUS programme or continued enrolment at primary
or secondary level schools across the border. While the GFA agreement requires cooperation, this is not an individualised right. The GFA’s non-diminution requirement means
P. Scott, ‘How universities were swept into the ‘hostile environment’ (The Guardian, 1st May 2018) available at:
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2018/may/01/how-universities-swept-into-hostile-environment-windrush.
267 Royal Irish Academy (n252).
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that education access cannot be lowered on the island, but this does not provide a right to
access education in the other jurisdiction at all or on any particular basis.

Summary

In domestic legislation

In the CTA

The CTA does not directly cover education.
The CTA does enable travel across the various CTA borders to access
educational services or work where residence is not required.
Where residency is required, it enables individuals to move to another part of
the CTA without visa or other restrictions to establish the length of residency
required to access, for instance, a particular fee status. But these access or
residency systems are not based within the CTA but within domestic and EU
law’s regulation of education.
Admissions policies for primary, secondary and third level education is based
on domestic primary and secondary legislation in both Ireland and Northern
Ireland.
This includes the Ireland Act 1949, S.I. No. 1/1949 - Citizens of United Kingdom
and Colonies (Irish Citizenship Rights) Order 1949, Education Act 1998,
Education (Admissions to Schools) Act 2018, Education (Northern Ireland) Order
1997.
As such, these are subject to change in the same manner as other law, albeit
Ireland is required to comply with EU law when making any changes and not
discriminate against EU nationals.

In policy

In EU Law

EU law currently gives basic educational access and frontier worker status.
Under EU law all EU nationals are entitled to study in each other’s primary and
secondary and third level systems on the same terms as their own nationals
with the only restriction based on access to funding through residency.
Directly relevant EU law includes Council Directive of 25 July 1977 on the
education of the children of migrant workers (77/486/EEC), Article 165 TFEU
on third level access.
At the very local level, each primary and secondary school has its own
admissions policies. In Ireland there is no reference in law to allowing or not
allowing individuals who cross the border to attend schools while in Northern
Ireland the only restriction is that priority must be given to students’ resident
in Northern Ireland.
At third level, in Ireland each University decides its own fee structures – albeit
they must comply with EU law – but it is the Governments decision as to how
it funds university places.
In Northern Ireland funding decisions are also a devolved and national matter
of policy and these will not have to comply with EU law after Brexit.
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Chapter 7: The CTA and Policing, Justice and
Security
Introduction
Security concerns have long overshadowed the operation of the CTA. As we noted in Chapter
2, following the 1974 Birmingham and Guildford bombings the UK Government seriously
contemplated suspending the CTA. There was nothing in the nature of the CTA which
prevented such an action; indeed, archival materials indicate that the UK Government only
stepped back from such a course because abridging freedom of movement would likely result
in legal challenges under EU law.268 With Brexit, these background protections look set to fall
away, given that the UK Government refuses to countenance withdrawal terms which provide
for freedom of movement.269 This opens up the possibility that the CTA could be undermined
on the basis of security concerns, with many commentators warning about the possibility of
increased political violence by groups operating in Northern Ireland after Brexit.
Even if this worst-case scenario does not happen, Brexit will likely increase the need for
enhanced cooperative justice arrangements. Cross-border crime exploits differences in
regulation on either side of a border, and the differences on either side of the land border in
Ireland look set to increase after Brexit. Should the legal movement of goods or people across
the land border become more difficult after Brexit, then illicit attempts to circumvent these
restrictions will become more attractive for criminals.270 Good working relations between law
enforcement agencies in Ireland and Northern Ireland are important,271 but the current tools
for cross-border policing and justice are to a large extent found in EU law, and not in bilateral
arrangements between the UK and Ireland. It is potentially difficult to establish a bilateral
substitute for some of these tools after Brexit, because Ireland will be obliged to resource
multiple cooperation platforms. Given the broad range of cooperative measures at issue, and
the degree of overlap in the difficulties that Brexit creates, this section of the report focuses
on a selection of the most important measures.272

Policing and Prosecution Cooperation
Operational Cooperation
Enhancing police cooperation between Ireland and the UK has been a major policy goal since
the 1980s. Significant parts of the Anglo-Irish Agreement were focused on facilitating
transfers of suspects between the jurisdictions and on enhancing high-level police

See File FCO 50/549 (UK National Archives).
HM Government, The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (2018) Cmnd.9593, p14.
270 See House of Lords European Union Committee, Brexit: UK-Irish Relations (2016) HL 76, para 150.
271 George Hamilton, Evidence to the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee (27 June 2018) HC 512, Q41.
272 This section of report draws upon and updates the material on security cooperation produced as part of the discussion
paper published by the Joint Committee of the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and the Northern Ireland Human
Rights Commission in March 2018; C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue and B. Warwick, Discussion Paper on Brexit (2018) pp47-58,
available at: https://www.ihrec.ie/app/uploads/2018/03/Discussion-Paper-on-Brexit.pdf.
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cooperation between the then-Royal Ulster Constabulary and An Garda Síochána.273 Since
then policing cooperation has extended to the operational level; the 2015 Fresh Start
Agreement announced the establishment of a Joint Agency Task Force to tackle cross-border
crime, consisting of officers from the PSNI, An Garda Síochána, the Revenue Commissioners
and HM Revenue and Customs.274
These operational arrangements, supported by the institutional framework of the British-Irish
Intergovernmental Conference, will be able to continue after Brexit. Brexit does, however,
endanger the cooperation which takes place between Ireland and the UK under the auspices
of European Agencies:
•

•

Europol is the EU Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation.275 Its primary
function is to support the law enforcement authorities of EU Member States in
their efforts to tackle serious cross-border crime. As such, only EU Member States
are entitled to full membership of Europol, although many other states enjoy
strategic and operational partnerships with the Agency, and some third-country
partners operate bureaux of law enforcement officers alongside those of EU
Member States.
Eurojust is the EU Agency tasked with improving cooperation between
prosecutorial/investigatory authorities across EU states.276 Although the realtime cooperation achieved under the auspices of Eurojust has been characterised
as ‘essential’ for the UK’s prosecutorial authorities,277 it is also likely to be difficult
to sustain full membership after Brexit. Eurojust nonetheless maintains cooperation agreements with third countries, including Norway, Switzerland and
the United States of America, which provide for the exchange of liaison
prosecutors.

Information Exchange
EU law provides the basis for a range of cross-border information sharing tools for law
enforcement authorities. Whatever informal bilateral sharing of information existed in the
past is now entirely channelled through these systems because of the restrictions which data
protection law now places upon public bodies sharing data they hold about individuals. So
ubiquitous has the use of these systems become that PSNI officers to whom the report team
have spoken have expressed surprise that the UK is not part of the Schengen Convention, so
often do they use tools like the Schengen Information System. The EU’s most important
information sharing/data collection mechanisms which the UK could lose access to postBrexit are summarised as follows:

Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government
of the Republic of Ireland (1985) Cmnd. 9690, Articles 8 and 9.
274 Northern Ireland Executive, A Fresh Start: The Stormont Agreement and Implementation Plan (November 2015) para 3.2,
available
at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/479116/A_Fresh_Sta
rt_-_The_Stormont_Agreement_and_Implementation_Plan_-_Final_Version_20_Nov_2015_for_PDF.pdf.
275 EU Council Decision 2009/371/JHA (6 April 2009).
276 EU Council Decision 2002/187/JHA (28 February 2002).
277 House of Lords European Union Committee, Brexit: Future UK-EU Security and Police Cooperation (2016) HL 77, para 87.
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•

•

•

•

•

The Europol Information System (EIS) pools information from EU Member States
about criminal actors. Through the UK’s membership of Europol its law
enforcement agencies can access this information directly to assist in their
criminal investigations.
The European Criminal Records Information System (ECRIS) provides a secure
electronic platform for sharing criminal record information between EU Member
States.278
The Prüm Decisions allow the law enforcement agencies of EU Member States to
search for biometric and vehicle registration data against other Member States’
databases.279
The Schengen Information System (SIS II) provides alerts about ongoing law
enforcement investigations across much of the EU.280 This database was
constructed for countries within the Schengen Acquis (Ireland is not currently
party to SIS II arrangements), illustrating the extent of current UK integration.
Passenger Name Records (PNR) are collated by carriers as part of the travel
booking process (covering, for example, details of how a booking was made, the
name of the traveller, contact details, and travel itinerary). PNR analysis therefore
helps to track the movements of serious criminals.281

The importance of reaching an agreement for access to these EU law enforcement tools is
only emphasised by the scale of the problem posed, at present, by cross border
environmental crime (particularly the dumping of waste) on the island of Ireland. The inability
of environmental regulation authorities (local government, the Environmental Protection
Agency (Ireland) and the Northern Ireland Environment Agency) to share information as
readily as their police counterparts has made this problem particularly difficult to tackle.282
Hot Pursuit
Hot pursuits, where the police are following a suspect and attempting the effect an arrest,
present a specific ongoing problem for cross-border policing in Ireland. Neither the PSNI nor
An Garda Síochána are permitted to continue pursuit of suspects who cross the border out of
their jurisdiction.
In countries covered by the Schengen Agreement, by contrast, cross-border police pursuits of
suspects are permissible.283 As an Oireachtas Joint Committee Report has noted, these
provisions provide ‘an EU precedent which facilitates the pursuit of criminals over
international borders’.284 In the interests of enhancing policing cooperation post-Brexit, the

EU Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA (26 February 2009).
EU Council Decisions 2008/615/JHA and 2008/616/JHA, Framework Decision 2009/905/JHA.
280 EU Council Decision 2007/533/JHA (12 June 2007).
281 Directive 2016/681 of the European Parliament and EU Council (27 April 2016).
282 See C. Brennan, ‘The Enforcement of Waste Law in Northern Ireland: Deterrence, Dumping and the Dynamics of
Devolution’ (2016) 28 Journal of Environmental Law 471, pp489-490.
283 The Schengen Acquis - Agreement between the Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal
Republic of Germany and the French Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders OJ L 239 (22
September 2000) Article 41.
284 Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, Report on the All-Island Economy (2016) 31 JEI 023, p89.
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UK and Ireland could adopt legislation which allows the CTA to mirror these aspects of the
Schengen Acquis.

Justice System Cooperation
Bilateral cooperation over the transfer of suspected criminals and prisoners between the UK
and Ireland has long been fraught with difficulty, and in some respects EU law has significantly
enhanced cooperation in recent years, particularly since the introduction of the European
Arrest Warrant (EAW). As the Director of Public Prosecutions for England and Wales informed
one parliamentary committee, ‘when we looked at casework, either outside the EU or prior
to the EAW, we were talking months and years rather than the days and weeks we currently
have’.285
Earlier extradition arrangements, under the auspices of the European Convention on
Extradition, are not only slower but contain more significant exceptions than are provided for
under the EAW, which can become the subject of prolonged litigation. The Northern Ireland
conflict saw frequent extradition battles and even temporary collapses in extradition
cooperation between the UK and Ireland.286 A memo from the NI Department of Justice on
post-Brexit arrangements, released under a Freedom of Information request, effectively
summarised this problem; whereas the ‘EAW has removed the political dimension from
extradition’, following Brexit ‘[t]he extradition process could become toxic once again’.287
Brexit could, in short, potentially reverse these gains, with the CTA providing no meaningful
fall-back position.
Surrender of Suspected Criminals
The EAW entered force in 2004 as a measure to replace traditional extradition procedures
between EU Member States. It was designed to facilitate the transfer between justice systems
of individuals facing criminal prosecution or prison sentence.288 The UK makes considerable
use of this system, both in terms of suspects transferred into and out of its jurisdiction.289 In
the Northern Ireland context, over two thirds of the 154 EAWs sought by the PSNI between
2007 and 2017 involved a request to the Republic of Ireland.290 According to the PSNI Chief
Constable, George Hamilton, EAWs ‘are essential in tackling terrorism, organised and volume

A. Saunders, Evidence to the Select Committee on the European Union Inquiry Brexit: Future EU-UK Security and Police
Co-operation (2 November 2016) Q65.
286 For examples, see C. Campbell, ‘Extradition to Northern Ireland: prospects and problems’ (1989) 52 Modern Law Review
585.
287 C. Campbell, ‘Extradition “could become toxic” post-Brexit – Stormont officials’ Irish Times (23 November 2017).
288 EU Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA (13 June 2002), Article 1(1).
289 Statistics indicate that in recent years the UK has transferred roughly 1000 individuals under the EAW and issued over
200 of its own EAWs annually; see National Crime Agency, Wanted by the UK: European Arrest Warrant Statistics 2009—
May 2016 (Calendar Year) (July 2016) available at: http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/europeanarrestwarrant-statistics/wanted-by-the-uk-european-arrest-warrant-statistics/690-wanted-by-the-uk-europeanarrestwarrant-statistics-2009-may-2016-calendar-year; National Crime Agency, Wanted from the UK: European Arrest Warrant
Statistics
2009–2016
(Calendar
Year)
(July
2016)
available
at:
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/european-arrest-warrantstatistics/wanted-from-the-uk-europeanarrest-warrant-statistics/691-wanted-from-the-uk-europeanarrest-warrant-statistics-2009-may-2016-calendar-year.
290 C. Campbell, ‘Government fears “essential” extradition powers to combat crime will be lost after Brexit’ The Detail (23
November 2017).
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crime across the island of Ireland’.291 These comments are echoed by senior Gardaí; ‘the
operation of the European arrest warrant is probably the area of most concern’.292
The operation of the EAW system is overseen by domestic courts and, since 2009, the CJEU
has enjoyed the jurisdiction to hear references from domestic courts regarding the operation
of the EAW.293 The CJEU’s interpretation of EU law within a preliminary ruling issued in
response to such a reference, is binding upon the domestic courts of Member States. In the
course of such rulings the CJEU applies the provisions of the EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights, with its construction of fair hearing rights,294 the right to liberty,295 and the rights to
private and family life,296 being particularly important in the EAW context. The EAW system
allows for rapid transfers in large part because it operates ‘on the basis of the principle of
mutual recognition’.297 In short, the EAW operates on a presumption that EU Member States
maintain equivalent protections for defendants in their criminal justice systems.298
The EAW requires mutual recognition of the fairness of criminal justice systems across the
EU.299 Following the triggering of Brexit there have unsurprisingly been legal challenges
against the EAWs issued by the UK. Ireland’s High Court and Supreme Court both issued
preliminary references pending to the CJEU which question whether Brexit undermines the
current operation of the EAW system.300 Advocate General Szpunar, in giving an opinion on
one of these cases, maintained that the mutual trust on which the EAW is based has not been
undermined by the UK’s triggering of the Brexit process.301 The CJEU backed this analysis;
‘substantial grounds’ that the affected individual’s EU Charter rights were at risk would need
to be demonstrated before an EAW would be halted.302 As a result, the Irish courts have
moved swiftly with the intention of approving EAW requests.303 The Framework Decision on
which the EAW is based, in short, should continue to operate in full until the UK has formally
left the EU.
This opinion requires an analysis of what will follow once any agreed transition period (after
March 2019) ends and the UK leaves the EU. The EAW exists as a mechanism between EU
states under EU law; once the UK ceases to be an EU Member State these arrangements will
cease.304 It could, nonetheless, be possible for the UK and EU to conclude comparable
arrangements (and thereby avoid a return to the UK having to rely upon the European
Convention on Extradition). For example, although Norway and Iceland are not EU Member
States, a ‘suspect surrender agreement’ has been reached between them and the EU (but has
G. Hamilton, Evidence to Northern Ireland Affairs Committee (13 December 2016) HC 700, Q162.
J. O’Driscoll, Evidence before the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Children and Youth Affairs (25 October 2017), Speech
31, available at: https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_children_and_youth_affairs/2017-1025/2/.
293 TFEU, Article 267.
294 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Articles 47 and 48.
295 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Article 6.
296 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Articles 7, 9, 33.
297 EU Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA (13 June 2002), Article 1(2).
298 See C-399/11 Melloni v Ministerio Fiscal [2013] 2 CMLR 43, [54] (Grand Chamber, CJEU).
299 See Cases C-404/15 and C-659/15 Aranyosi and Căldăraru (EU:C:2016:198) para 77.
300 Case C-191/18 KN v Minister for Justice and Equality and Case C-327/18 Minister for Justice and Equality v RO.
301 Case C-327/18 Minister for Justice and Equality v RO (2018) AG’s Opinion, para 53.
302 Case C-327/18 Minister for Justice and Equality v RO (2018) EU:C:2018:733, para 62.
303 See Minister for Justice and Equality v O’Connor [2018] IESC 47, para 5.1 (Clarke CJ).
304 The Irish legislation operationalising the EAW, for example, is explicit that the arrangement operates only between EU
Member States; European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Ireland), s2.
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not yet entered force). This agreement will allow them to participate in a system which is in
many respects akin to the EAW (although a political offence exception is retained, and parties
can refuse to transfer their own citizens).305
This Agreement provides a potential model for the UK to pursue after Brexit, in particular
because it does not impose the jurisdiction of the CJEU, with disputes over the operation of
the arrangements being referred to a meeting of governmental representatives.306
Nonetheless, these arrangements do presuppose that few disputes will arise, on the basis
that the CJEU and the domestic courts in Norway and Iceland will have close regard to
developments in each others’ jurisprudence.307 Under any equivalent arrangements postBrexit, the CJEU would likely remain the key interpretive institution influencing the shape of
these arrangements and UK courts would have to have some regard to its findings.
Furthermore, Norway and Iceland’s membership of the Schengen free movement area
facilitates this arrangement (but is not determinative, given that the UK has successfully
operated the EAW outside the Schengen zone).
Although the negotiation of the Norway/Iceland-EU arrangements began soon after the
commencement of the EAW, and they were agreed in 2006, they have yet to enter force
(despite common criminal justice standards and a shared commitment to the ECHR rights). A
similar gestation period for any agreement between the UK and the EU post-Brexit would
therefore necessitate the UK falling back upon the Council of Europe extradition
arrangements.308 The UK and other EU Member States retain these treaty arrangements and
continue to employ them in cases involving countries including Russia. Any reinvigoration of
these arrangements will, however, require legislation in many states. In Ireland the domestic
legislation activating these arrangements has changed since the advent of the EAW,309 and
new legislation would need to be enacted to restart this system insofar as it applies to the
UK.310
Prisoner Transfers
Prisoner transfers are another significant area in which EU law provides the basis for
enhanced cooperation. Historically, the UK and Ireland signed up to the Council of Europe
Transfer of Sentenced Persons.311 This treaty permits, but does not oblige, state parties to
agree to transfer foreign national prisoners to their country of citizenship.312 Under the
original treaty, such transfers required the consent of the prisoner, but the 1997 Additional
Protocol permits the transfer of prisoners without their consent.313 Both the UK and Ireland

EU Council Decision 2014/835/EU (27 November 2014) on the conclusion of the Agreement between the European Union
and the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway on the surrender procedure between the Member States of the
European Union and Iceland and Norway [2014] OJ L343/1; EU Council Decision 2006/697/EC (27 June 2006) on the signing
of the Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway on the surrender
procedure between the Member States of the European Union and Iceland and Norway [2006] OJ L292/1, Article 6.
306 EU Council Decision 2006/697/EC (27 June 2006), Article 36.
307 EU Council Decision 2006/697/EC (27 June 2006), Article 37.
308 European Convention on Extradition (13 December 1957).
309 European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (Ireland), s50 (repealing Extradition Act 1965 (Ireland), Part III).
310 See House of Lords European Union Committee, Brexit: UK-Irish Relations (2016) HL 76, para 147.
311 Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons (21 March 1983).
312 Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons (21 March 1983), Article 2(2).
313 Additional Protocol to the Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons (18 December 1997) Article 3(6).
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have ratified the Additional Protocol, but Ireland has declared that it will not accept prisoners
who do not consent to an exchange.314
Under EU law, cooperative justice arrangements provide for an expedited system of prisoner
transfer between EU Member States.315 These arrangements supplant earlier Council of
Europe treaties on prisoner exchange as they apply between EU Member States.316
Compulsory arrangements concluded as part of transfer agreements under the EU Prisoner
Transfer Framework Decision potentially allow for transfer of prisoners without their
consent.317 Ireland, however, has not concluded a compulsory prisoner transfer agreement
with the UK under these EU arrangements.318 Ireland’s prison population currently stands at
around 4000 prisoners, and recent statistics indicate over 750 Irish prisoners in UK prisons.319
The effect of compulsory transfer of Irish citizens incarcerated in UK prisons upon Ireland’s
prison infrastructure would therefore be dramatic, and there is therefore little possibility that
Ireland’s position towards prisoner transfers will change, irrespective of Brexit.
The only significant impact of the CTA on the management of foreign prisoners in the UK is
with regard to post-sentence deportation. Under the UK Borders Act 2007, the Home
Secretary can order the deportation of any ‘foreign criminal’ who has been convicted of one
of a range of specified criminal offences and sentenced to a term of imprisonment of more
than 12 months.320 This power covers EU citizens and ministerial statements indicate that it
is also intended to cover Irish citizens. Nonetheless, in light of the ability of Irish citizens to
travel to the UK from Ireland under the CTA without immigration checks, the UK Government
has recognised that such deportations would have little practical effect and have given
assurances that these powers will only be applied to Irish citizens when a judge had
specifically recommended post-sentence deportation or where the Home Secretary identified
an overriding public interest in deportation.321
The legislation’s specific definition of ‘foreign criminal’ as someone who is not a British citizen,
would on its face appear to override the Ireland Act 1949 insofar as their terms conflict. There
is, however, scope for affected Irish individuals to challenge the application of these
provisions of the UK Borders Act to them, on the basis that the Ireland Act’s guarantee that
Irish citizens are not to be treated as foreign within the UK is such a fundamental piece of
legislation that its application should have been expressly set aside by Parliament in passing
the 2007 Act.322 Irish law does not provide for comparable arrangements for post-sentence
deportation of UK citizens sentenced to imprisonment in Ireland.

See FCO, Additional Protocol to the Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons (2010) Cm 7906.
EU Council Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA (27 November 2008) Article 1(2).
316 EU Council Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA (27 November 2008), Article 26(1).
317 EU Council Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA (27 November 2008), Article 6.
318 A. Selous, MP, HC Debs, vol. 618, col. 1618 (14 June 2016).
319 Home Affairs Select Committee, The work of the Immigration Directorates (Q4 2015) (2016) HC 22, para 93.
320 UK Borders Act 2007 (UK), s32.
321 See L. Byrne, HC Debs, vol. 457, col. 4WS (19 February 2007).
322 See Thoburn v Sunderland City Council [2002] EWHC 195, [60] (Laws LJ). The impact of this decision for the doctrine of
implied repeal is addressed in depth in R. Masterman and C. Murray, Constitutional and Administrative Law (Pearson, 2018)
pp158-160.
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Child Protection
The Brussels II arrangements323 provide an EU law basis for expedited return in cross-border
child abduction cases within the EU. This can be particularly important in cases in which one
parent takes a child to a different EU Member State after a divorce, in breach of child custody
arrangements. Under the Brussels II rules, the country from which a child is taken can make
orders for mandatory return.324 The judicial authorities in the country to which a child has
been taken must reach a decision in response to one of these orders within six weeks.
This process provides for a speedier and arguably more effective means of addressing such
cases than non-EU frameworks under international law (the Hague Conventions).325
Nonetheless, like the EAW, the Brussels II process is predicated upon understandings of fair
judicial procedure which exist between EU Member States (except for Denmark) and the
common human rights framework that the Charter provides.326 As a consequence, in the
absence of any special UK-EU deal, the Hague Conventions are likely to apply to cases
between the UK and the remaining EU Member States post Brexit.
The number of child abduction cases handled between Ireland and the other CTA members
annually is not large, but the raw numbers cannot distract from the importance of these
measures for affected families. In 2016, the Irish Central Authority for International Child
Abduction recorded 4 new incoming cases involving Northern Ireland (child taken from
Northern Ireland to Ireland) and 3 new outgoing cases (child taken from Ireland to Northern
Ireland). For the whole of the CTA, Ireland recorded 48 new incoming cases that year, and 42
new outgoing cases.

A New Arrangement
The UK Government has long emphasised that it would like to conclude a new arrangement
with the EU sustaining the existing policing and justice cooperation arrangements it
participates in as an EU Member State.327 But Michel Barnier emphasised in June 2018 that,
given the current state of negotiations and UK red lines (‘the sovereign choices made by the
UK’), the possibility for such a new arrangement was slim. The best outcome that the UK can
hope for as a post-Brexit policing and justice cooperation arrangement is for a new
streamlining of the Council of Europe Extradition arrangements. In terms of information
sharing, there could be a new bilateral agreement, but not one based ‘on access to EU-only
or Schengen-only databases’.328

EU Council Regulation 2000/1347/EC (1 March 2001) and Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 (27 November 2003).
EU Council Regulation 2003/2201/EC (27 November 2003), Articles 11 and 42.
325 Council of Europe, Convention on Recognition and Enforcement of Decisions concerning Custody of Children and on
Restoration of Custody of Children, CETS No. 105, 1980; Council of Europe, European Convention on the Exercise of Children’s
Rights, CETS No. 160, 1996.
326 Question marks remain over whether Brussels II is actually more effective than the Hague Convention Arrangements. See
P. Beaumont, L. Walker and J. Holliday, ‘Conflicts of EU courts on child abduction: the reality of Article 11(6)-(8) Brussels IIa
proceedings across the EU’ (2016) 12 Journal of Private International Law 211.
327 T. May, ‘The government’s negotiating objectives for exiting the EU: PM speech (17 January 2017), Objective 11, available
at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/thegovernments-negotiating-objectives-for-exiting-the-eu-pm-speech.
328 M. Barnier, Speech at the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (19 June 2018) available at:
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-4213_en.htm.
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A significant development in the UK’s July 2018 White paper, however, was the
acknowledgement that EU rules would continue to apply to any new policing and justice
cooperation arrangement:
The UK envisages these safeguards would include robust governance arrangements
and a dispute resolution mechanism … supported by comprehensive data protection
arrangements. The agreement should also include a mutual commitment to
individuals’ rights, noting that the UK will remain a party to the ECHR after it has left
the EU.329
In fleshing out what it meant by a ‘dispute resolution mechanism’, the UK Government
acknowledged that this mechanism would be bound by Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU) interpretations of EU measures covered by this new international agreement.330 This
marks a significant move away from the UK Government’s previous insistence that Brexit will
‘bring to an end’ the CJEU’s jurisdiction with regard to any aspects of UK law makes these
issues particularly intractable.331
This shift is of vital importance, because CJEU oversight is an integral feature of cooperation
under the auspices of Europol or Eurojust. These concessions therefore provide the basis for
the conclusion of a new strategic and operational partnership with Europol and Eurojust.
Nonetheless, it must be emphasised that any such third-country arrangement does not
substitute for full involvement in the work of these Agencies, and in particular the UK will lose
its say in setting these Agencies’ priorities.332 Moreover, any such agreement as a third
country partner could take considerable time to conclude (even with the current alignment
of the UK with the work of these Agencies) and would be subject to the approval of the
European Parliament.333
The offer to embed the UK’s place within the ECHR in this agreement also buttresses another
key element of international human rights oversight, one which the Prime Minister herself
had questioned during the EU referendum campaign.334 It is nonetheless, a commitment that
sits uneasily with the UK’s legislative removal of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights from
UK law.335 If the UK refuses to commit to these protections post-Brexit, the EU institutions
will likely be resistant to any arrangement which permits continued data sharing. The CJEU is
HM Government, The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (2018) Cmnd.9593, p56,
available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288/The_future_
relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf.
330 HM Government, The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the European Union (2018) Cmnd.9593, p93,
available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288/The_future_
relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf.
331 HM Government, The United Kingdom’s exit from and new partnership with the European Union (2017) Cm 9417, para
2.3, available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/589191/The_United_
Kingdoms_exit_from_and_partnership_with_the_EU_Web.pdf.
332 L. Campbell, Beyond Brexit – Beyond Borders Mutual Assistance in Policing and Investigating Organised Crime (Durham
University Centre for Criminal Law and Criminal Justice, 2017) p4.
333 TFEU, Article 218.
334 Theresa May, ‘Home Secretary’s Speech on the UK, EU and Our Place in the World’ (25 April 2016), available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/home-secretarys-speech-on-the-uk-eu-and-our-place-in-the-world.
335 European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (UK), s5(5).
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particularly important, as it oversees data sharing and the operation of the EAW system in
line with the requirements of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.336 It is notable in this
regard that in the Schrems case, the CJEU focused upon the lack of scrutiny of the United
States’ data protection standards in striking down data-sharing arrangements between the
EU and the United States.337
Much will therefore depends upon the UK’s commitments regarding the ‘protection of
personal data’. If the UK commits to maintaining full alignment with EU data protection rights
post Brexit, Michel Barnier has acknowledged that continued access to key EU databases such
as Prüm could be possible, and so could ‘swift and effective’ extradition arrangements.338
This, nonetheless, will likely occur under the Norway/Iceland model, rather than full
participation in the EAW, especially given the UK’s legislation removing the EU Charter from
its domestic law post Brexit.

Conclusion
If the UK does secure a new binding international agreement sustaining the existing policing
and justice cooperation arrangements in which it currently participates as an EU Member
State, this will also provide the cooperative tools necessary to manage the CTA. If it is unable
to do so, however, the result will be a disaster for policing cooperation on the island of Ireland.
The shell of the cooperative institutions, such as the Joint Task Force, will be able to remain
in place, but Gardaí working within it will likely find themselves unable to share information
without breaking EU rules. Cooperation over the transfer of suspects will slow dramatically.
In the event of no UK-EU deal on policing and justice cooperation, EU law will tie Ireland’s
hands with regard to elements of any bilateral agreement on these issues that the two states
might seek to conclude. The EU would undoubtedly challenge any proposals which would
involve sharing EU citizens’ information or at providing for expedited transfer of criminal
suspects who are EU citizens which do not fully conform to both EU data protection rules and
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, and which do not allow for CJEU oversight.

See House of Lords European Union Committee, ‘Brexit: Judicial oversight of the European Arrest Warrant’ (2017) HL 17,
para 57.
337 C-362/14 Schrems v Data Protection Commissioner [2016] 2 CMLR 2 (Grand Chamber, CJEU).
338 M. Barnier, Press Conference (26 July 2018) available at: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-18-4704_en.htm.
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In domestic
legislation

In the CTA

Summary
No specific CTA measures relate to policing, justice and security. Cross border
police liaison is provided for through the under the British-Irish
Intergovernmental Conference and Joint Task Force on Cross Border crime but
the mechanisms for information sharing and for transferring suspects between
jurisdictions exist under EU law.
Under UK law, the European Arrest warrant is operationalised under the
Extradition Act 2003 and deportation of prisoners who are not UK citizens is
provided for under the Borders Act 2007.
Under Irish law, the European Arrest warrant is operationalised under the
European Arrest Warrant Act 2003.

In policy

In EU Law

EU Law Enforcement (Europol) and Justice (Eurojust) Cooperation Agencies:
Co-ordinating police operations and prosecutions with a cross border element;
EU Council Decision 2009/371/JHA (6 April 2009) and EU Council Decision
2002/187/JHA (28 February 2002).
Information Sharing between EU Member State Law Enforcement Agencies: In
line with EU data protection rules; EU Council Framework Decision
2009/315/JHA (26 February 2009); EU Council Decisions 2008/615/JHA and
2008/616/JHA, Framework Decision 2009/905/JHA; EU Council Decision
2007/533/JHA (12 June 2007) and Directive 2016/681 of the European
Parliament and EU Council (27 April 2016).
European Arrest Warrant: Rapid surrender of suspects across EU Member State
borders; EU Council Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA (13 June 2002).
Prisoner Transfers: For EU nationals from one EU Member State held in prison
in another; EU Council Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA (27 November
2008).
Cross-Border Child Protection: Facilitating the return of children abducted from
one EU Member State to another; EU Council Regulation 2003/2201/EC (27
November 2003).
Other bilateral arrangements: Since the Anglo Irish Agreement 1985 there have
been formal arrangements for direct liaison between the RUC/PSNI and An
Garda Síochána. An Garda Síochána and the PSNI concluded a MoU enabling
the creation of a joint Task Force in 2016.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
What the Common Travel Area does
The core Common Travel Area, in legal terms, encompasses immigration rules that each part
of the CTA operates and enforces. There is an informal 1952 agreement from which the
modern CTA takes its form, however there is no legally binding document that sets out the
terms of the core CTA or the substantive law that each constituent part must possess. The
core CTA enables members to keep checks on travel between these countries (across the
CTA’s internal borders) to a minimum. The CTA means that there are no visa, passports or
entry cards requirements for citizens of the CTA’s members moving within the Area and from
an immigration perspective permits open-ended residence. Nonetheless, foreign nationals
can still be required to obtain separate visas for each CTA country they enter (albeit some
joint visa schemes exist). Critically, as this Report has outlined, even these core elements of
the CTA can be restricted and historically have been. A list of our recommendations can be
read above, but what follows is a brief summary of some key points.

What is based in domestic legislation
The legal structures related to the right to work, (Chapter 2) on cross-border health and
social-care (Chapter 3), social security coverage (Chapter 5), education (Chapter 6), or
policing, justice and security (Chapter 7) flow from the immigration status afforded by the
‘core’ CTA, but are based on entirely separate domestic law or policy, and/or are underpinned
by EU law. In this Report these are described as ‘CTA-related’ arrangements as they are
dependent upon the basic structures, statuses and definitions that are put in place by the
‘core’ CTA. While CTA-related, these arrangements are not based on a bilateral binding
agreement between the UK and Ireland and are therefore based on varying amounts of legal
certainty and are nearly all subject to unilateral change.
While many of the CTA related arrangements discussed in this report are based in unilateral
domestic UK and Irish law, others are unilateral policy arrangements. For instance, under
health and social care (Chapter 3), conditions for accessing public healthcare once resident
in the opposite jurisdiction are contained in domestic law. Regarding employment (Chapter
4), Ireland will continue to follow EU law on employment conditions and UK nationals can rely
on the CTA to move to Ireland and attain residency on the other hand frontier worker status
is based on the Withdrawal Agreement. On social security (Chapter 5), relevant entitlements
are all set out in UK or Ireland’s domestic law. Within education (Chapter 6), general
admissions policies for primary and secondary education are set out in Ireland and Northern
Ireland’s primary and secondary legislation.

What is based in EU law
Other aspects of CTA related arrangements are facilitated by EU law. For example, on crossborder health and social care (Chapter 3), many reciprocal health-care arrangements are
underpinned by EU law, including mutual recognition of medical professionals’ qualifications
and regulations regarding the movement of medical goods across borders. Cross-border
health and social care is also significantly dependent on EU funding streams. Regarding
employment (Chapter 4), all EU nationals covered by the Withdrawal Agreement will have
their work-related rights stemming from EU law for the duration that they retain that status.
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Frontier workers, resident in Northern Ireland, who are not covered by the Withdrawal
Agreement will, when working in Ireland, benefit from some EU law rights. Within social
security (Chapter 5), the mechanisms for coordinating and accumulating social security are
based in EU law. As regards education (Chapter 6), EU law sets out basic rights of children of
EU national workers to access education in their host Member States. Regarding policing,
justice and security (Chapter 7) almost all elements of cooperation including the sharing of
information and extradition are contained within EU law.

What is policy based
Policy is a key element of the CTA’s related arrangements. Within education, for instance, the
admissions of children to primary schools in Ireland who are resident in Northern Ireland is
based on the admissions policy of the School and the Irish Department of Education’s policy
to fund these students which operate within legislation but are not directly addressed by any
legal structures. A further example is cross-border health and social care, where
memorandums of understanding and service-level agreements underpin many cross-border
healthcare initiatives in the border counties. These initiatives benefit from EU law, but do not
themselves have a formal legal basis.

The Good Friday Agreement
The GFA does include an impetus for cooperation in areas such as education, health, security
and justice. However, these are not individualised rights and cooperation does not include
any substantive requirements. Some of these systems of co-operation such as Universities
Ireland can continue post Brexit however the legal infrastructures that make such
cooperation straightforward, for instance access to EU research funding, may disappear
unless negotiated as part of the withdrawal process. Similarly, within healthcare, cooperation
can continue, but the EU infrastructure that allows for deep cooperation will no longer be in
place unless included in the withdrawal process. Non-diminution, as contained within the
GFA, has limited application as cross-border enforcement by individuals would be very
difficult and for individuals who have attained residency through the CTA’s core immigration
process, their access to justice will be based on the status given to them within that
jurisdiction.

The Future
To preserve and guarantee the forms of access that we have outlined after Brexit there are
three possible options - though all would have to be cognisant of Ireland’s continued EU
membership and its obligations therein, around, for instance, immigration, justice, and
sharing of data. The three options are also subject to the nature of the Brexit negotiations, as
some issues such as security and justice, may be resolved at the EU level. Each of the
agreements below would have to involve the administrations of the Channel Isles and the Isle
of Man as they are part of the CTA. However, a final agreement would be bilateral one
between Ireland and the UK.339

The UK would need the permission of Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man: ‘Framework for developing the international
identity
of
Jersey’
(2006)
available
at:
https://www.gov.je/SiteCollectionDocuments/Government%20and%20administration/R%20InternationalIdentityFramewo
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Gold Standard

This bilateral agreement would also include ‘related’ arrangements. This
should include - education, social security, health, workers’ rights,
security and justice and should also consider other areas designated by
the GFA for cross-border cooperation.

Security
Civil and
Workers
Rights to
Social
Health
Recogniti

A bilateral agreement that covered the core of the CTA, common immigration rules – bearing
in mind Ireland’s immigration obligations as an EU member – common
cross-border travel rights and common residency rights.

Related
Arrangements

Core CTA
It would also include a notification requirement on all parties – both
Governments and the devolved administrations - to inform others should they introduce
relevant changes to domestic law or policy.

A bilateral agreement that covered the core of the CTA, common
immigration rules – bearing in mind Ireland’s immigration obligations
as an EU member – common cross-border travel rights and common
residency rights.
Alongside this core agreement a series of separate sectoral
agreements on each element of ‘related’ arrangements could be
negotiated on a case by case basis and as desired by the parties.

Education
Recognitio
Health and
Social
Rights to
Workers’
Civil and
Security

Silver Standard

Related
Arrangements
Core CTA

All would include a notification requirement on all parties – both
Governments and the devolved administrations - to inform others should they introduce
changes to domestic law or policy.
Bronze Standard
This would continue the core CTA as an understanding rather than an agreement, and as such,
not binding. However, both the UK and Ireland could publish a joint
memorandum of understanding setting out its terms.
Additional ‘related-issues’ sectoral memorandums of understanding
would be negotiated and published on a case by case basis.
All would include a notification requirement on all parties to inform
others should they introduce changes to domestic law or policy. Should
the bronze option be chosen, and reliance is placed on non-binding
agreements, both the UK and Ireland and the devolved administrations should commit to
wide-ranging public consultations and public information campaigns before unilaterally
altering related domestic law.

rk%2020070502.pdf; ‘Framework for developing the international identity of Guernsey’ (2006) available at:
https://www.gov.gg/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=2174&p=0; ‘Framework for developing the international identity of the Isle of
Man’ (2006) available at: https://www.gov.im/media/622895/iominternationalidentityframework.pdf.
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